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E XE C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y  

This deliverable presents the actions performed for the WP8 task 4 ‘Exploration of societal aspects of 
innovation’. This task is about deducing the parameters that determine the acceptability of society to 
embrace technological and process innovation. First, this deliverable investigated the fundamental 
parameters that determine success and failure in the City-zen renovations for different social groups. 
Second, the characteristics and circumstances that make public bodies susceptible for new 
technologies was investigated. 
First, there were large differences between the two social groups in Amsterdam: the private 
homeowners and the (social) housing tenants. On average, the group of private homeowners had a 
higher income, large family size, and a higher education compared to the group of housing tenants. 
The benefits seen due to the renovation differs as well. The private homeowners reported improved 
comfort in their home more often than the housing tenants. However, comfort was an important 
aspect for both groups. There were also a lot of factors the two groups of Amsterdam and the social 
housing tenants in Grenoble had in common. The benefits of the renovations were noticed by both 
groups, where both the economic factors (saving energy and lowering energy bill) were reported, as 
well as ecological factors like being eco-friendlier. 
To stimulate pro-environmental behaviours, the focus should be on the behavioural control, 
environmental worldviews, and the neighbourhood attachment (social context). This insight could 
also be extended to the behaviour of performing a sustainable renovation: It should be easy to make 
the decision to do so, it should focus on the environmental benefits of the action and the social 
context of the behaviour should be taking into account. What activates pro-environmental behaviour 
in the two social groups differs significantly. Actions taken to stimulate and encourage this type of 
behaviour should therefore be attuned to the target audience. More involvement in the renovations 
and better information on the (use of the) renovations is crucial. Indeed, the participants who 
reported to have been involved in the decision to take specific measures, reported higher satisfaction 
with the renovation. 
Secondly, the factors that influence energy efficiency projects, like the innovative demonstrations of 
the City-zen project, can be divided into three categories: Predisposing, enabling, and reinforcing 
factors. The attitude, subjective norm, and self-efficacy are important predisposing factors. Effective 
intervention strategies should focus on specific target groups in order to have the right combination 
of interventions to achieve effective results. A suitable combination of interventions could increase 
the level of engagement, empowerment, and sense of efficacy of the involved people. Further, 
communication about the plans and ambitions of the project is fundamental to get participants on 
board and trust the project. For housing associations, interventions should stimulate commitment, 
set goals, and provide information provision to stimulate the predisposing factors. 
Subsidies and other financial benefits are crucial to enable new energy efficiency projects. Other 
enabling factor are external technical resources, especially for housing associations and local 
authorities. Concerning organizations, a motivated leader and avoiding organizational transition are 
important organizational enabling factors. Apart from feedback, benchmarks and demonstrations 
have a clear reinforcing effect. Learnings and demonstrations from other projects show the technical 
possibilities and organizational requirements for such a project. The findings of the City-zen project 
can inform local governments about the impact prospects of interventions for various segments of 
the local population. The preferences for particular interventions can be useful in developing optimal 
and effective policy strategies.  
Finally, a successful intervention strategy should use policy instruments that have a facilitating and 
encouraging character. Local authorities are key actors to achieve energy efficiency projects. Multi-
stakeholder approaches, such as ‘network management’, are useful to deal with the complexity of an 
energy efficiency project. A mix of instruments seem most effective, the core of which consists of 
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covenants, demonstrations, voluntary policy agreements with local authorities, where special 
attention is given to their enforcement. Covenants (voluntary policy agreements) need to be result-
oriented and not merely effort-oriented. A covenant should be accompanied by personal advice, 
information, benchmarks, and demonstrations. As a benchmark and a demonstration, feasibility 
demonstrations, like the City-zen project, can also stimulate energy efficiency measures by making 
the possibilities more real and palpable. Projects need sufficient possibilities for experimentation to 
enable learning processes. Together, these interventions have effect on several factors that are 
important to sustainable behaviour. They promote both the predisposition factors as well as the 
enabling and reinforcing factors.  
Throughout all the important factors influencing energy efficiency projects, communication is key: 
Information on possibilities in the world of energy efficiency measures; demonstrations and 
benchmarks by previous innovative projects; and covenants and agreements between authorities 
and companies. Finally, the positive attitude towards sustainability and the environmental worldview 
of the City-zen participants is also a sign that (new) sustainable and pro-environmental policy will be 
supported by a large group of citizens. In other words, citizens appear to be ready for the next step in 
sustainable energy policy to reach the EU climate goals. 
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CHAPTER 1  –  Int roduct ion  

This deliverable presents the actions performed for the WP8 task 4 ‘Exploration of societal aspects of 
innovation’. This deliverable is structured as follows: Firstly, chapter 1 gives an introduction and the 
structure of this deliverable. Next, the analysis of success and failure in the City-zen project and 
beyond is presented in chapter 2. The following chapter, chapter 3, is centred around promoting and 
accelerating the energy transition process using lessons from City-zen and beyond. Finally, in chapter 
4 the conclusions, lessons learned, and recommendations are discussed. 
In this introduction, section 1.1 gives a general description of the task. Next, section 1.2 defines the 
structure of the deliverable with the different analyses and points of view used. Finally, in section 
1.3, the type of content and results are introduced. 
 

1.1. DESCRIPTION OF WP8 TASK 4: EXPLORATION OF SOCIETAL ASPECTS OF 

INNOVATION. 

To reach the EU climate goals by 2020, the building stock is an important sector to save energy. Large 
scale application of innovative technologies based on renewable sources in household dwellings is a 
frequently claimed way to cut CO2-emissions and decrease energy consumption. This energy 
transition will also affect societal aspects. Composite measures of sustainability provide useful 
insights to the environmental impacts associated with human activities, but, in themselves, are not 
the solutions for abandoning traditional paradigms. New sustainable technologies are continually 
being developed, as can be seen in the City-zen project, but the assimilation by society often falters. 
There is a matter of the so-called ‘Collingridge dilemma’: If a technology is still young, the social 
implications are barely known and if the social implications are known, the technology is indebted in 
such a way that it is impossible to adapt it to the desires of the different actors.  
In many cases, when planning and evaluating sustainable renovations and building retrofits, mainly 
technical and structural (economic) factors are considered. However, as this neglects the sociological 
fact that humans are malleable and conditioned by their social environment, not the natural 
environment, cultural factors (personal and social factors) should also be accounted for. Citizens and 
stakeholders often make the decisions for sustainable measures and how to respond to them during 
use. Human behaviour is primarily influenced by societal norms rather than immutable natural laws. 
Moreover, when psychological, use(r) related effects are not taken into account, it may cause 
predicted energy targets to fail. An example of this is the rebound effect, where users change their 
behaviour compared to the previous situation, resulting in a performance gap. Thus, people may 
increase their energy demand due to their perception of the retrofit by increasing the temperature in 
their homes when for instance extra insulation is installed. Duijvestein observed this in the 
residential district of Nieuwland in the Dutch city of Amersfoort, as well as in some other 
environment-minded housing projects. Users thought that they can use more energy since this was 
generated from renewable sources anyway. Such adapted behaviour will cause the predicted energy 
targets under the assumption of equal user behaviour not to be achieved.  
This demonstrates the need to be aware that the total energy reduction is the result of both 
technology and behaviour. Unlike all other organisms, humans are self-aware of their actions and can 
adjust behaviours accordingly. ‘Reflexibility’, or the use of critical intelligence and commitment in an 
environmental, aesthetic, or socio-political way for the design of environmental-technical and spatial 
processes, can be achieved through the participation of users in the design, construction, and 
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management of the built environment. Personal responsibility, environmental awareness, critical 
thinking, co-creation, and communal well-being will be integral to the participation of users in the 
developmental process towards more sustainable living. Therefore, the interdependent relation 
between technology and behaviour is fundamental in the transition towards a more sustainable city. 
To this day, established players like governments, housing corporations, and energy companies have 
had difficulty facilitating the transition to such a sustainable society. Technology and behaviour need 
to be understood in relationship to each other, focusing firstly on the citizens/residents, and effects 
between the two to increase sustainability in the city environment. This is a requirement to be able 
to further spread these innovative technologies to a larger part of society in this energy transition. 
That is why a task was added to the City-zen project to explore the societal aspects of innovation is 
invaluable. 
This task is about deducing the parameters that determine the acceptability of society to embrace 
technological and process innovation. It is about citizen centred design. This deliverable aims to find 
an answer to the following questions: 

• What are the fundamental parameters that come back in both cities and elsewhere that 
determine success and failure in different social groups?  

• Can this selection of parameters be confirmed or completed when comparing to other 
innovative demonstrations? 

Secondly, as success or failure depends on media and context creation by public bodies, it is 
important to analyse:  

• what characteristics and circumstances make public bodies susceptible for specific new 
technologies? 

Additionally, if society, seen as City-zens, business, educational and other institutes, do not embrace 
the proposed innovation:  

• what motivation techniques must be proposed/developed? 
 
This analysis is related to transition management and engagement of different user groups. This can 
serve as input to industry, public bodies, and educational and societal organizations and institutes to 
create innovation stimulating environments necessary to boost EU to a greener economy. The 
concluding report will focus on the determining parameters, but will also put large emphasis on 
challenges and approaches for the different stakeholders. 

1.2. CONTENT AND APPROACH OF THE DELIVERABLE. 

To answer the first question (‘What are the fundamental parameters that come back in both cities 
and elsewhere that determine success and failure in different social groups’), an in-depth analysis 
was performed for the City-zen residential renovations in Amsterdam and compared to Grenoble. 
This part of the deliverable serves as a deepening of the deliverable D8.2 (“Societal monitoring in 
Amsterdam”). It will dive deeper into the societal monitoring to find the fundamental parameters 
that determine success and failure in different social groups. The questionnaire will play a large role 
for this part of the deliverable, as this allows a deep-dive in the psychological, social, and 
environmental aspects of innovation. This will give insights on the long-term effects of the 
renovations and provide the fundamental parameters for success and failure. These findings will be 
supplemented by the content of D8.2 and D8.3, with a key role for the focus groups in Amsterdam 
and the societal monitoring in Grenoble. The process of the City-zen renovation will also be discussed 
here. This analysis will be discussed in Chapter 2. 
Next, these parameters will be compared with the analysis of other innovative demonstrations of the 
City-zen project, to discuss of these parameters can be confirmed or completed (question 2). For this, 
the findings in Chapter 1 of this deliverable will be compared to the findings of the other societal 
monitoring within the City-zen project. This will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
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For the third question (‘What characteristics and circumstances make public bodies susceptible for 
specific new technologies?’), the analysis of Chapter 1 and scientific literature will be used. 
Finally, from the analysis combined with the context, motivation techniques will be 
proposed/developed in order to facilitate the transition process (question 4). 
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CHAPTER 2  –  Ana ly z ing  the  fundamenta l  
parameters for  success  and fa i lu re  in  the  C ity -

zen  pro ject  

This chapter aims to analyze the data from the questionnaire and the focus groups to find an answer 
to the question: What are the fundamental parameters that come back in both cities and elsewhere 
that determine success and failure in different social groups? This chapter will start with the 
introduction to the questionnaire in section 2.1, as this is a significant part of the societal results. 
Next, it will describe the psychological, social, and environmental analysis of participants of the City-
zen project in Amsterdam (section 2.2). In section 2.3 these outcomes will be compared to the 
outcomes in the Grenoble case. Finally, in section 2.4 the conclusion of the different sections will be 
discussed. 
 

2.1. INTRODUCTION TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND THE METHODOLOGY 

A questionnaire was designed in order to evaluate the residential renovation process of the City-zen 
project and to analyse the participants of the City-zen project. A basic introduction to the 
questionnaire is given in D8.2. This deliverable will go deeper into the content and the scientific 
background of the questionnaire. The purpose of this introduction is to give an overview of the 
content, scientific background, and deployment of the questionnaire. The introduction of the focus 
group of the Amsterdam case can be found in D8.2 and the introduction to the methodology of 
Grenoble can be found in D8.3. 
 

2.1.1. Content of the questionnaire 

The questionnaire was developed with guidelines from the deliverable 8.1 ‘Project Evaluation Plan’ 
(PEP) using the CONCERTO+ in the CONCERTO program. The full transcript of the general 
questionnaire is added as a reference in Appendix I. The general approach of the questionnaire was 
to use closed form questions as much as possible. This allows scoring regardless of language barriers. 
The 5-point Likert scale was used as much as possible. This enables quantification and objective 
comparison of answers. The questionnaire used for the Amsterdam case of City-zen contains a 
number of elements. The overview of the structure of the questionnaire can be seen below in Figure 
1.  
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Figure 1 Overview of the content of the City-zen questionnaire. The questionnaire was divided into an 
introduction and four parts with each a specific theme. The full transcript of the general questionnaire 
with all the used questions can be found in Appendix I. 

The first part of the questionnaire serves as an introduction to the questionnaire. Here, participants 
are given an introduction text and afterwards the consent questions are asked. These consent 
questions are consent to the use of the answers of the questionnaire for analysis, consent to the use 
of the energy data via the smart meter, and consent to the historic energy data. 
Part 1 consists of questions on participants’ home, household, and neighbourhood. Part 2 consists of 
questions on demographics and participants’ opinions, including: age, gender, occupation, household 
composition, income, etc. In this part, a neighbourhood attachment scale, a personal identity scale, 
and a personal value scale was asked. Part 3 consists of questions on participants’ views on 
sustainability. Here, participants were asked a scale on environmental beliefs and were asked on 
their environmental behaviour for 13 specific pro-environmental behaviours (using the theory of 
planned behaviour approach). These behaviours are on 3 different domains; consumption, electricity 
& water, and transport. Finally, part 4 of the questionnaire is on the evaluation of the renovations 

•Introduction to the questionnaire 
•Consent to the questionnaire 
•Consent to use the energy data 
•Consent to use the historic energy data 

Introduction 

•Household composition 
•Income 
•Housing type 
•Block 
•Satisfaction with housing aspects: Size, location , energy costs, etc.) 

Part 1: Your home, household, and neighbourhood  

•Demographics: Gender, nationality, age, education, occupation etc. 
•Neighbourhood attachment sclae 
•Personal identity scale 
•Personal values scale 

Part 2: You as a person and your opinions 

•Environmental worldview scale 
•Pro-environmental behaviours (theory of planned behaviour approach) 
•Energy use in the household 

Part 3: Your views on sustainability 

•Sustainability knowledge 
•Motivation to participate and benefits after the renovation 
•Evaluation of the renovations: Expectations, information given, usage, etc. 
•Evaluation of the renovation process 

Part 4: The sustainable renovations in your home 
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and the renovation process. Participants were first asked which renovations had been performed 
from a long list with the possibility to add their own renovation (this last part is only relevant for the 
private homeowner group). Next, for a maximum of 3 renovations, questions are asked on the details 
of these renovations. When more than 3 renovations were selected, 3 renovations were randomly 
selected for evaluation.  
Most of the questions are drawn from literature study and, therefore, can be considered as validated 
questions, being part of standardised questionnaires on the specific topics addressed. An additional 
advantage is that this makes it easier to compare results with other renovation projects, both within 
and outside the scope of City-zen. Therefore, the next section (2.1.2) will expand on the scientific 
background of the questionnaire. 
 

2.1.2. Scientific background of the questionnaire 

Whenever applicable, tested and standardised questions and questionnaires were used to measure 
specific aspects of the City-zen participants and the renovation process. This paragraph describes the 
relevance and background of some topics of the questionnaire. Primarily the topics with a 
psychological, social, or environmental background will be discussed. 
 
Neighbourhood attachment (9 questions) 
Social identity plays an important role in forming and guiding our (pro-environmental) behaviour. 
What groups we belong to communicates something about who we are, both from an internal and 
external point of view. According to the social identity theory, belonging to a group helps us to 
choose how to behave and what to think. Each group has assumed characteristics that we might 
adopt so we are recognisable as such. When a neighbourhood consists of people who perform pro-
environmental behaviours, then it is expected to have a positive effect on reducing energy use. 
Subsequently, this notion was linked to place as well focusing on distinctiveness, continuity, self-
esteem, and self-efficacy. This shows the relevance of the place and the neighbourhood: the place 
attachment. To change how people engage with their (home) environment, it is important to take 
into account the relationship people have with this environment. The place where one lives has more 
meanings attached to it than a place where one passes through or visits on a holiday. The ongoing 
relationship with that place means that there is a time perspective, which has formed multiple 
meaningful connections in someone’s life. These can be both positive and negative, but all of them 
together shape a bond, like the bond with a good friend or family-members. “Strong communities are 
those that offer members positive ways to interact, important events to share and ways to resolve 
them positively, opportunities to honor members, opportunities to invest in community, and 
opportunities to experience a spiritual bond among members.” (McMillan & Chavis, 1986). A sense of 
community can be either positive or negative. “We must find a way to build communities that are 
based on faith, hope, and tolerance, rather than on fear, hatred and rigidity. We must learn to use 
sense of community as a tool for fostering understanding and cooperation.” A community not only 
has a place, but also a social fabric that knits everything together. The construct of neighbourhood 
attachment in this questionnaire was formed by combining items from place identity and group 
identity constructs. Place identity was adapted from the place attachment scale from Williams and 
Vaske (Williams & Vaske, 2003). Group identity was adapted from the evaluative (group self-esteem), 
cognitive (self-categorisation) and emotional (commitment to the group) measurement by Ellemers 
et al. on the social identity theory (Ellemers et al., 1999). Nine questions explore the place identity of 
the neighbourhood and evaluative, cognitive, and emotional aspects of the neighbourhood on a 5-
point scale labelled: 5 (strongly agree), 4 (agree), 3 (neither agree nor disagree), 2 (disagree), 1 
(strongly disagree).  
 
Source questions 
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- Williams, D. R., & Vaske, J. J. (2003). The Measurement of Place Attachment: Validity and 
Generalizability of a Psychometric Approach. Forest Science, 49(6), 830-840.  
- Ellemers, N., Kortekaas, P., & Ouwerkerk, J. W. (1999). Self-categorisation, commitment to the 
group and group self-esteem as related but distinct aspects of social identity. European Journal of 
Social Psychology, 29, 371-389 
 
Personal identity: Personal self-esteem (3 questions) and personal identification (2 questions) 
Social identity is that part of identity that concerns how we position ourselves in groups. What 
groups we belong to communicates something about who we are, both from an internal and external 
point of view (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). We belong to different groups at once, for example the family, 
the sports club, and neighbourhood. It is also about what groups we want to identify ourselves with; 
we might want to be popular, a gamer, a hippy, or sustainable. Each of these groups has assumed 
characteristics that we might adopt so we are recognisable as such. For sustainable behaviour it is 
considered important to identify oneself as sustainable, and thereby being part of a group of 
sustainable people. If a neighbourhood consists of people who do this, then it can be expected to 
have a positive effect on reducing energy use. 
So, who we are is partly determined by the groups we think we do or do not belong to. Belonging to 
a group helps us to choose how to behave and what to think (Social Identity Theory (Tajfel & Turner, 
1986)). This idea is further developed into the Identity Process Theory (Breakwell, 1993), placing 
identity in a time frame. Subsequently, this idea was linked to place as well (Twigger-Ross & Uzzell, 
1996) focusing on distinctiveness, continuity, self-esteem, and self-efficacy. ‘Personal identity’ was 
assessed from the personal self-esteem and personal identification constructs. 
  
Source questions 
Ellemers, N., Kortekaas, P., & Ouwerkerk, J. W. (1999). Self-categorisation, commitment to the group 
and group self-esteem as related but distinct aspects of social identity. European Journal of Social 
Psychology, 29, 371-389 
 
Psychological measures (38 questions) 
For the pro-environmental variables, behavioural control, environmental worldviews, perceived 
behavioural norm, pro-environmental behaviour, and satisfaction with the renovation was 
measured. The behavioural control, behavioural norm and pro-environmental behaviour aspects are 
interrelated by the theory of planned behaviour. The theory of planned behaviour is a well-studied 
and frequently-used theory originally formulated by Ajzen in 1985 to improve the prediction of 
behaviour from beliefs. This theory links values, beliefs, and behaviour. Three aspects of the theory 
of planned behaviour: Behavioural Beliefs, Normative Beliefs, and Control Beliefs together predict 
the behavioural intention, which in turn predicts behaviour (see Figure 2).  
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Figure 2 The theory of planned behaviour. Source: Ajzen, I. (1991). The theory of planned behaviour. 
Organizational Behaviour and Human Decision Processes, 50, p. 179-211. 

Following the theory of planned behaviour, behaviour is the result of behavioural intention, if the 
intention is under actual control of the person. This intention is the result of a trade-off of subjective 
norms, behavioural attitudes, and perceived behavioural control (Ajzen, 1991). For example, when 
deciding to walk to the shop instead of taking a car, walking should be socially accepted by people 
whose opinion I value (subjective norm), walking should offer me something I want (behavioural 
attitude), and I would have to think that walking is physically possible for me. If the sum of these is 
positive, I will have the intention to walk to the shop. If I am indeed physically able to do so, it is very 
likely that I will (unless something comes up that changes the sum). Applying the theory of planned 
behaviour to pro-environmental behaviour, the behaviour should be socially accepted by people 
whose opinion is valued (subjective norm). It should result in something ‘I find desirable’ 
(behavioural attitude), and ‘I should perceive myself to be able to do so’ (behavioural control).  
According to this theory, behavioural attitudes develop from the beliefs people hold about that 
particular behaviour. For environmental beliefs, the integrative worldview framework relates values 
to worldviews; how someone’s view on the world determines how one deals with sustainability. 
Therefore, environmental worldviews can be used in order to measure (general) pro-environmental 
attitudes. Considering the three parts of the theory of planned behaviour, in this questionnaire the 
'Attitude Toward the Behaviour' is determined by asking the personal values and the environmental 
beliefs. Next, the Normative Beliefs, Perceived Behavioural control and the Behaviour are asked in 
the question "Pro-environmental Behaviour" in a three-aspect question format. 
 
Personal values (10 questions) (Short Schwartz’s Value Survey) 
“Basic human values are transsituational goals that serve as guiding principles in people’s lives” 
(Rokeach, Schwartz). “As goals, a person’s values point to the broad states that he or she views as 
more or less desirable. [...] If values define the desired states a person pursues, and worries entail 
perceived discrepancies from these desired states, then a person’s worries should be a function of his 
or her values.” (Schwartz, Sagiv, & Boehnke, 2000). Environmental concern is most opposite to the 
self-enhancement direction, thus most related to the self-transcendence direction. 
The 10 questions explore the values "as guiding principle in MY life" on a 9-point scale labelled: 7 (of 
supreme importance), 6 (very important), 5, 4 (unlabelled), 3 (important), 2, 1 (unlabelled), 0 (not 
important), -1 (opposed to my values). The following values are questioned: 

• Self-Direction: independent thought and action - choosing, creating, exploring. 
• Stimulation: excitement, novelty, and challenge in life. 
• Hedonism: pleasure or sensuous gratification for oneself 
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• Achievement: personal success through demonstrating competence according to social 
standards. 

• Power: social status and prestige, control or dominance over people and resources 
• Security: safety, harmony, and stability of society, of relationships, and of self. 
• Conformity: restraint of actions, inclinations, and impulses likely to upset or harm others and 

violate social expectations or norms 
• Tradition: respect, commitment, and acceptance of the customs and ideas that one's culture 

or religion provides. 
• Benevolence: preserving and enhancing the welfare of those with whom one is in frequent 

personal contact. 
• Universalism: understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection for the welfare of all 

people and for nature. 
 
Source questions 
- Lindeman, M., & Verkasalo, M. (2005). Measuring Values with the Short Schwartz's Value Survey. 
Journal of Personality Assessment, 85(2), 170-178.  
- Schwartz, S. H. (2012). An Overview of the Schwartz Theory of Basic Values. Online Readings in 
Psychology and Culture, 2(1). 
 
Environmental worldview (15 questions) 
An attitude is the sum of the beliefs about an object multiplied by the evaluation of these beliefs 
(Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). Anthropocentric, egoistic or altruistic worldviews are related to how willing 
someone is to undertake action to save energy/ for a sustainable world. The integrative worldview 
framework (Hedlund-de Witt, de Boer, & Boersema, 2014) relates values to worldviews; how 
someone’s view on the world determines how one deals with sustainability. Environmental beliefs 
were assessed using the New Environmental Paradigm (NEP), which consists of 15 items on views on 
a wide range of environmental issues. High scores on this scale mean that people endorse the new 
environmental paradigm. This paradigm is more ecocentric and focuses on beliefs about humanity’s 
ability to upset the balance of nature, the existence of limits to growth for human societies, and 
humanity’s right to rule over the rest of nature. Low scores mean the endorsement of the domain 
social paradigm (DSP), which is more egocentric and focuses on exploiting/using nature where 
humans are the most important aspect. 
The 15 questions explore a wide range of environmental issues on a 5-point scale labelled: 5 (strongly 
agree), 4 (agree), 3 (neither agree nor disagree), 2 (disagree), 1 (strongly disagree). 
For example:  

• We are approaching the limit of the number of people the earth can support. 
• Humans have the right to modify the natural environment to suit their needs. 
• Humans are severely abusing the environment. 

 
Source questions 
- Dunlap, R. E., Van Liere, K. D., Mertig, A. G., & Jones, R. E. (2000). New trends in measuring 
environmental attitudes: measuring endorsement of the new ecological paradigm: a revised NEP 
scale. Journal of social issues, 56(3), 425-442. 
- Dunlap, R. E., & Van Liere, D. D. (1978). The new environmental paradigm: A proposed measuring 
instrument and preliminary results. Journal of Environmental Education, 9, 10-19.) 
 
Pro-environmental behaviour (13 questions) 
Behaviour is the collection of actions in a moment in an environment, and engaged in either 
consciously or unconsciously. Pro-environmental behaviour was assessed by questioning 13 different 
behaviours from three categories; 5 for consumption (‘bring my own shopping bag’, ‘separate waste’, 
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‘buy vegetarian, local, or organic/fair trade food’, look for ways to reuse things’, and ‘encourage 
friends or family to recycle’), 5 for electricity and water (‘not leave appliances on standby’, use 
energy saving light bulbs’, turn down the heating when not in the room’, ‘use only a full washing 
machine’, and ‘take showers of less than 5 minutes’), and 3 for transport (‘use an electric (or hybrid) 
car’, ‘use public transport instead of a regular car’, and ‘travel (short distances) by bike or foot’). 
These behaviours were assessed using the self-reported pro-environmental scale adjusted from 
Gatersleven et al. with a five-point Likert scale (never, rarely, sometimes, often, very often) 
(Gatersleven et al., 2002). In accordance with the theory of planned behaviour, for all items above it 
was asked whether the person performs this behaviour less often than, similar to, or more often 
than most people in his/her neighbourhood (social norm) and whether this behaviour is hard, OK, or 
easy to do (perceived behavioural control). Finally, satisfaction with the renovation was questioned 
on a 5-point Likert scale for each individual renovation. 
 
Source questions 
Gatersleben, B., Steg, L., & Vlek, C. (2002). Measurement and Determinants of Environmentally 
Significant Consumer Behaviour. Environment and Behaviour, 34(3), 335-362.   
 

2.1.3. Deployment of the questionnaire 

Data concerning the end users (households) was collected by TU Delft according to the D8.1 PEP. The 
data was collected using a Qualtrics- platform based online questionnaire. According to the data 
structure protocol defined by DNV GL all anonymised data will be available for use by others. The 
data was collected via online questionnaires distributed to the City-zen retrofitted dwellings in 
Amsterdam. The email addresses of the City-zen participants were provided by AIM. The 
respondents consisted of both houses from private homeowners and (social) housing apartment 
buildings. The questionnaire was developed in English and translated into Dutch before distributing 
them to the participants. Later a French translation was added as well. The questionnaire took 
approximately 20 minutes, with the possibility to pause and continue the questionnaire at a later 
time. 
According to the D8.1 PEP, the questionnaire would be sent to the participants of the renovation 
before, during, and after the renovation. However, in practice, the renovation was already finished 
once the questionnaire could be sent out to housing tenants. Therefore, the choice was made for a 
slight adaptation of the distribution, by sending the questionnaire before, right after, and around 6 
months after the renovation. In order to get a good understanding of the progress of the renovation 
and the response to the energy-renovation, three questionnaires were filled out by participants. As 
the homes were not all renovated at the same time questionnaires Q1, Q2, and Q3 were distributed 
at different times for different citizen groups / (clusters of) buildings (always in batches, as much as 
possible). Essentially, citizens were asked to fill out a questionnaire three times during the project:  
 

• Q1: Questionnaire before the start of the renovation, when nothing has changed yet as a 
result of the project. 
The main aim was to determine the households’ situation before the renovation of their 
homes and their expectations for their renovated homes. Also, the characteristics of the 
households were determined in this questionnaire (demographic, housing, and contextual 
data). Furthermore, it was important to establish whether they read and understood the 
information received about the renovation and energy measures. 
 

• Q2: Questionnaire after completion of the renovation. 
In order to detect changes, all questions about the household characteristics (demographic, 
housing and contextual) were repeated in Q2. To detect impacts due to City-zen 
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demonstrations, questions about attitude and behaviour were repeated. Most importantly, 
questions on the evaluation of their home and their renovations were collected. Finally, the 
questions about the information people received, their appreciation, and their need for more 
information were asked. 
 

• Q3: Questionnaire around 6 months after completion of the renovation. 
To detect long-term impacts due to City-zen renovations and to get a review of the energy-
renovation after the inhabitants have lived in the renovated homes for a while, questions 
from Q2 were repeated (excluding the demographic questions).  

 
Completed questionnaires in Dutch and French were translated back into English for further analysis 
and comparison. This related mostly to the open questions, which were kept as few as possible. The 
percentage of open questions was less than 5% for people who were not involved in the renovation 
(mostly housing tenants), and 16% for people who were involved in the renovation (mostly private 
homeowners). A large percentage of the open questions were on the planning of the renovation and 
possible future renovation work, to be used for qualitative analysis. Intermediate results from these 
questionnaires were used as input for the energy talks.  
 

2.2. ANALYSIS OF THE AMSTERDAM CASE 

What affects the participants in the City-zen project and what determines their pro-environmental 
behaviour? This section of the deliverable focuses on the in-depth analysis using psychological, 
social, and environmental variables to explore the societal aspects of innovation.  
 

2.2.1. Introduction to the analysis 

Sending out the questionnaire to the City-zen participants proved rather difficult turned out. Plans 
from the PEP had to be adjusted to the reality of this situation. The data acquisition did not allow for 
a before, during, and after the renovation comparison between participants. Instead, most of the 
responses to the questionnaire are either before the renovation or (far) after the renovation. See 
also D8.2 chapter 3 for the overview of the distribution of the Amsterdam questionnaire. Moreover, 
a total of 50 participants have filled out the questionnaire both before and after the renovation. All 
these participants belong to the group of private homeowners. This does not allow for a within-group 
analysis of the effects of the renovation on the different social groups. Therefore, the choice was 
made to compare the data from before the renovation with the data after the renovation. In order to 
prevent multiple responses of the same participant more than once, some of the responses could not 
be used. Only the first questionnaire response before the renovation was used per participant and 
the latest questionnaire response after the renovation was used. Following the same procedure as in 
D8.2, using only questionnaires which are fully completed, this gave a total of 135 responses. Due to 
the set-up of the evaluation of the project, the factors which stimulate one-shot behavioural change - 
the renovation itself - could not be compared to the general population, because an adequate 
control group was missing. This would be ideal to compare and extract relevant factors in the group 
who performed the one-shot behavioural change. Nevertheless, a within-participant analysis could 
highlight relevant factors. Here, the housing tenants’ group is sometimes used as a baseline for this 
affect. 
 

2.2.2. Characterisation of the group of analysed participants 

For the comparison of the participants of the City-zen project before and after the renovation, the 
unique responses were used (N = 135). 99 responses were from private homeowners and 36 
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responses were from (social) housing tenants. Of the housing tenants, 22 are from the Borstblok 
project, 7 from the Airey project, 7 from the Platanenweg/Olmenweg project (see Figure 3). 
 
 

 
Figure 3 Total amount of responses to the questionnaire for the before/after renovation evaluation. 

Of the total 135 responses, there are 17 responses before the renovation and 25 during the 
renovation, all from private homeowners. There are 93 responses to the questionnaire after the 
renovation has finished. Of these 93 responses, 24 are private homeowners who completed the 
questionnaire before and after the renovation.  
 
Status of the renovation Private homeowners Housing tenants Total 
There is no renovation planned (yet) 3 0 3 
The renovation is planned 14 0 14 
The renovation is currently taking place 25 0 25 
The renovation has finished 57 36 93 
Total 99 36 135 

Table 1 Number of used questionnaire responses for the different social groups per renovation status. 

For the purpose of this analysis, the participants who filled out that no renovation was planned (yet), 
the renovation was planned, or the renovation was currently taking place, were grouped as ‘before 
renovation’. This makes a total of 42 completed questionnaires before the renovation and 93 
completed questionnaires after the renovation. See Table 2 for the overview. 
 
Status of the renovation Private homeowners Housing tenants Total 
Before the renovation 42 0 42 
After the renovation 57 36 93 
Total 99 36 135 

Table 2 Number of used questionnaire responses for the different social groups before and after the 
renovation. These responses were used for the main part of the questionnaire analysis. 
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Of the total 135 questionnaire responses used in the analysis, 24 of the (private homeowner) 
participants filled out the questionnaire before and after the renovations. Therefore, the 135 
questionnaire responses belonged to 111 different participants.  
 

2.2.3. General findings: Demographics 

In order to put the analysis into context, it is important the investigate the demographics of the 
different social groups (private homeowners and (social) housing tenants). The total amount of 
participants and the characteristics (renovation status and social group) can be seen in Table 2. 
The 135 questionnaire responses belonged to 111 different participants, a total of 75 participants are 
private homeowners and 36 participants are (social) housing tenants.  
 
Demographic variable  Private homeowners Housing tenants Total 
Gender Male 64% 57% 62% 
Nationality Dutch 96% 86% 93% 
Age Average 44 40 43 
Household income Above 4000€ 59% 17% 45% 
Household composition Mean 3.4 1.9 2.9 
Education Higher education 92% 58% 81% 

Table 3 Overview of the demographic variables of the City-zen participants with a division between 
the private homeowners and the (social) housing tenants. 

For both the private homeowners and housing tenants around the same gender distribution can be 
seen. The questionnaire is filled out by slightly more male participants than females. For the 
nationality and age, marginal differences can be seen. The private homeowners are Dutch and older 
slightly more often than the housing tenants. The household income, household composition, and 
education and occupation of the participants differed more substantially. These differences will be 
discussed more below per demographic variable. 
 
Household income 
The household income of the private homeowners was on average substantially higher than that of 
the housing tenants. 59% of private homeowner participants reported a household income of above 
4000 euro net per month. Additionally, 22% reported a household income of between 3001 euro and 
4000 euro. In contrast, only 17% of housing tenants filled out to have a household income above 
4000 euro net per month and 19% a household income between 3001 euro and 4000 euro. 
Furthermore, the household income of the housing tenants was almost equally distributed among all 
5 income options, while the household incomes of the private homeowners was mostly in the higher 
income options. Therefore, even when correcting for the household size, the average income per 
household was significantly higher among private homeowners.  
 
Household composition 
Comparing the household composition between the social groups, the average household 
composition of the private homeowners is higher (M = 3.4) than that of the housing tenants (M = 
1.9). Specifying the parts of the household composition, the amount of people under the age of 18 in 
the households differs between the social groups as well. For the private homeowners, the average 
amount of children is 1.4 and for the housing tenants this is 0.1. This means that for the first group, 
household comprise of either 0, 1, 2, or more 2 children around 25% of the cases each. For the 
second group however, 89% of cases there are 0 children, for 8% there is 1 child, and for the 
remaining 3% there are 2 children. 
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The number of adult inhabitants between the two groups are slightly different as well, with the 
private homeowners having mostly two adults (72%) or 1 adult (15%) in the household and the 
housing tenants having two adults (53%) somewhat less often and having 1 adult (28%) more often 
than the private homeowners. Concluding, the household of the private homeowners was not only 
larger on average, but consisted of more and larger families compared to the (social) housing 
tenants.  
 
Education & Occupation 
Substantial differences between the two groups can also be seen in the education of the participants. 
Firstly, 92% of the private homeowners reported a completed education ‘higher education, 
university’, compared to 58% of housing tenants. Additionally, 19% of housing tenants reported an 
education of senior secondary education or lower, compared to 4% of private homeowners. 
Therefore, the average completed education of the private homeowners is higher than the housing 
tenants. As for their occupation, a noticeable group of private homeowners were working in either 
energy supply (10%) or construction industry (8%), especially compared to the housing renters, with 
6% and 3% respectively. 
 

2.2.4. Exploration of psychological, social, and environmental factors 

In the first part of this analysis, all the relevant psychological, social, and environmental factors of the 
City-zen participants will be explored and examined whether there were differences between the 
two social groups. After that, these factors will be investigated for their connection with their 
evaluation of the renovation (process) and their tendency to perform pro-environmental behaviour.  
 
Motivation to participate and benefits after the retrofit 
What motivates people to renovate their home and what benefits do they see with the renovation 
afterwards? To investigate these questions, one question was asked before and after the renovation. 
If the renovation was not finished yet, participants were asked what motivated them to renovate 
their home. If the renovation was finished, participants were asked what benefits they see in their 
home. This made it easier to compare the beforehand expectation with the benefits afterwards. The 
question on the motivation to take the step to renovate was only asked when participants reported 
to be involved in the decision to renovation their home and take specific measures. The consequence 
is that the responses came mostly from private homeowners, although some housing tenants have 
entered to be involved as well. However, the results for the housing tenants should be interpreted 
cautiously due to the low numbers. 
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Figure 4 Overview of the expected benefits of the renovations in percentage of responses. 

As can be seen in Figure 4, improving comfort, being less polluting, and being eco-friendlier are 
stated as big motivational factors to execute these sustainable renovations. Saving money and 
lowering the energy bill were selected as a motivation to a lesser degree. These two factors were 
particularly low amongst private homeowners (35% and 58% respectively), especially compared to 
being less polluting (77%) and being eco-friendlier (94%) as a motivation for this group. This is 
noteworthy since most renovations are very likely to lower the energy bill and thereby save money. 
Moreover, in this project participants reported an expected saving of an average 52% on their energy 
bill due to the renovations. The homeowners are expecting to save on average of 57% and the 
housing tenants 27%. It is clear that participants have some idea on what the technical renovations 
will entail and what benefits it will bring for them personally. Housing tenants do perceive the 
economic factors as important for the renovations. Unsurprisingly, only homeowners reported 
improving the look and increasing the value of the house to be of importance. 
 
What are the benefits of the renovation? 
Next, participants were asked what benefits they see regarding their home in general. This helps to 
determine the (positive) impact of the City-zen renovation for the participants. The answer choices 
mirrors those of the question on the motivations to take the step to renovate their home. This allows 
a better comparison between the expectations before the renovations and the benefits after the 
renovation. The overview of the benefits can be seen in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Overview of the reported benefits of the renovations in percentage of responses. 

Figure 5 shows that the main perceived benefits of these renovations are: improved comfort, 
lowered energy bill and being eco-friendly. To a lesser extent being less polluting is also a positive 
factor. The benefit of saving money is substantially lower than the benefit of a lowered energy bill. 
This is noteworthy, since it would be expected that a lowered energy bill also leads to saving money. 
There are also some differences in perceived benefits between the private homeowners and housing 
tenants. Firstly, 76% of homeowners noticed an increase in the value of the house, against 8% from 
the tenants. Secondly, the homeowners reported being more motivated by sustainability goals, since 
being less polluting (78%) and being eco-friendlier (100%) were popular benefits. The group of 
homeowners reported an improved comfort marginally more often than the group of tenants. 
Finally, the motivation to save money and lower the energy bill is sharing equally by the two groups, 
suggesting a common motivational ground for participants.  
 
Comparing the motivations before the renovation with the benefits after the renovation, we can see 
that the expectation mostly matches the results (see Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 6 Overview of the reported benefits of the renovations in percentage of responses. 
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 The main differences between the expectations and the benefits regarded the economic aspects. 
Participants more often reported an increased value of the house, money saved, and a lowered 
energy bill as benefits. Another interesting difference is in the (perceived) improved comfort. The 
group of homeowners reported improved comfort substantially more often than the group of 
tenants. The housing tenants did not experience the improved comfort as much as they expected 
before the renovation. This would be something to address in the future, as it seems to be an 
opportunity to improve (energy-)renovations for the housing tenants, since this benefit is reported a 
lot by the homeowners and also expected by the housing tenants. When participants have the 
freedom to choose renovation measures, they result to choose measures which improve comfort as 
well. The importance of comfort is also reflected in participants’ willingness to pay extra per month 
for more comfort in their home. On average, participants were willing to pay 45 euro extra per 
month for more comfort. As can be expected, this amount was positively correlated with household 
income.  
 
Sustainability knowledge and effort 
Some additional questions were asked to gauge the sustainability knowledge and effort of 
participants. The private homeowner participants reported checking their energy use via the smart 
meter more often than the housing tenant participants. This may be explained by the fact that 
private homeowners are more directly involved in their energy consumption and management. For 
instance, they may want to check whether their PV-panels are installed properly and whether the 
renovations actually did decrease their energy consumption. For the housing tenants, this 
involvement in the renovation is not that prevalent. 
There was also a large difference in the estimating of the energy savings the renovations will bring. 
The private homeowners expected to save an average of 67 euro per month on their energy bill 
before the renovation. After the renovation, the estimating of the group went down a bit to 55 euro 
per month. The housing tenants, with no data before the renovation on this aspect, estimated to 
save 29 euro per month because of this renovation. Due to the difference in the types and extend of 
the renovations, it is possible that this difference can be (partially) explained by the fact that this 
difference is actually true. However, what is interesting to note is that the financial benefits of the 
renovations are felt by both groups. This is also reflected in the question on the question on 
motivations/benefits, where both groups noticed the economic benefits of the renovations. 
Therefore, it seems that the private homeowners are better informed about the economic benefits 
of the renovation than the housing tenants. This observation can be extended to other aspects of the 
renovations as well. Overall, the private homeowners were more satisfied with the renovations 
performed with an average score of 4.5 out of 5 compared to the housing tenants, who gave the 
renovations an average score of 3.9 out of 5. It is only logical that the housing tenants view the 
renovations less favourably when the communication about the renovations is lacking compared to 
the private homeowners, who were actively involved in the renovation process and therefore more 
aware of the renovation benefits. 
 
Personal identity and neighbourhood attachment 
How do the City-zen participants see themselves and their neighbourhood? This section tries to 
answer these questions and investigate the relationship people have with their environment. The 
neighbourhood attachment will also be used later in the analysis to gain insights into their pro-
environmental behaviour.  
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Figure 7 Overview of the personal identity of the private homeowners and the housing tenants. 

Figure 7 shows that the two social groups did not differ a lot on their view of themselves. There is a 
slightly tendency for the private homeowners to view themselves more positively than the housing 
tenants; having more qualities and being a unique person. However, this difference was quite small 
and not significant. Therefore, both groups saw themselves about as equally positive. 
Next, the private homeowners and the housing tenants were compared on neighbourhood 
attachment. Nine questions were asked to explore the place identity of the neighbourhood and 
evaluative, cognitive, and emotional aspects of the neighbourhood. These nine questions were 
averaged to form one overall ‘neighbourhood attachment’ variable. The neighbourhood attachment 
construct can be further divided into the ‘place attachment’ and the ‘group attachment’. The first 
dealing mainly evaluative parts of the neighbourhood, and the second dealing mainly with the 
cognitive and emotional aspects of the neighbourhood. 
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Figure 8 Overview of the neighbourhood attachment of the private homeowners and the housing 
tenants. 

Figure 8 shows the overview of the scores on the questions on the neighbourhood attachment. The 
group of private homeowners scored significantly higher on both the place identity and the group 
identity questions than the housing tenants. This means that the private homeowners both feel more 
attached to the location of their neighbourhood, as well as the community of their neighbourhood. 
They scored their identification with and respect of the neighbourhood moderately positive. 
Moreover, they report participating in community events significantly more often than the housing 
tenants. Overall, this signifies that the private homeowners are more attached and involved in their 
neighbourhood compared to the housing tenants. 
 
Personal values 
Participants were asked for 10 different values how important these are in their life. For the personal 
values, some values are shared by both social groups, while other values are substantially different 
between the groups. Following the approach by X, the original scoring of the values (from 0 to 7) was 
transformed to a scale from -3 (not at all important) to 3 (extremely important). For this new scale, 
the average response to the value questions of a participants was subtracted from the response of 
the particular value. This ensures that the value scores are comparable between participants. Figure 
9 shows the overview of the value scores of the participants. 
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Figure 9 Overview of the personal values of the private homeowners and the housing tenants. 
Negative values signify that these values are not important to the person, while the positive signify 
that these values are important to the person. 

The largest differences in personal values between the private homeowners and the housing tenants 
are in the values self-direction and conformity. Private homeowners reported that these values were 
more important as a guide in their lives than the housing tenants. Indeed, self-direction and lack of 
conformity seem to be important factors when deciding to take the step for an innovative 
(sustainable) renovation. When these values of the housing tenants are seen as a baseline for an 
average person, this might help explain why precisely this group of private homeowners have 
decided to perform the renovation: A little risk-taking is required. Other differences between the two 
groups are in the values stimulation, hedonism, and tradition. 
Somewhat surprisingly, no large differences between the two groups were found in benevolence and 
universalism, which are values heavily associated with enhancing the welfare of people whom one is 
in frequent personal contact and the whole planet, respectively. These values would be expected to 
be associated with performing a sustainable renovation. This may suggest that either these values 
alone are not enough to take the step. In that case, higher values would be expected. An alternative 
explanation is that both groups already have a high concern for their surroundings and the 
environment. In support of the second explanation, the values of benevolence and universalism are 
among the highest rated values. This explanation is also supported by the results on the 
environmental worldview of participants, as will be explained below. 
 
Environmental worldview 
To assess the environmental worldview of the City-zen participants, the new ecological paradigm 
(NEP) questionnaire was added to the City-zen questionnaire. Where low scores on this scale 
represent that participants mostly hold traditional social paradigm (DSP). This paradigm is egocentric 
with humans as the most important aspect and nature as merely a tool to be used by humans. High 
scores on this scale represent that participants hold the new ecological paradigm. In this worldview, 
humans and nature is balanced and there are limits to the growth of human societies. 
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Figure 10 Overview of the responses to the New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) scale of the private 
homeowners and the housing tenants. See the transcript of the questionnaire for the full questions 
asked. 

As can be seen in figure 10, the private homeowners and the housing tenants show around the same 
score for all the 15 questions of the scale. The average scores of the NEP scale are greatly similar for 
both groups. Both groups seem to endorse the new ecological paradigm more so than the old 
paradigm. This means that they hold pro-environmental worldviews, where humans should be in 
harmony with nature and sustainability of the whole of nature is of primary importance, not just 
economic growth. This trend can be seen around the world, where people show increased 
tendencies for the ecological worldview for the past decades. Therefore, no differences were found 
in ecological worldview between the two social groups, with both scoring high on pro-environmental 
worldview. 
 
Theory of planned behaviour 
To explore what predicts pro-environmental behaviour, like separating waste and using energy 
saving light bulbs, the theory of planned behaviour was used. The amount of control over a particular 
behaviour (behavioural control), how often this behaviour is performed compared to relevant others 
(behavioural norm), environmental worldview (NEP), and neighbourhood attachment are factors 
investigated to explain this pro-environmental behaviour.  
For the total group, the pro-environmental behaviour could be best explained by behavioural 
control, environmental worldview, and the neighbourhood attachment (see Figure 11).  
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Figure 11 Overview of the most important factors explaining pro-environmental behaviour. 
Behavioural control, environmental worldviews, and neighbourhood attachment explained pro-
environmental behaviour using the theory of planned behaviour. 

For the total group, 36% of the variance of pro-environmental behaviour was explained by the 
investigated factors. This means that the factors which could explain behaviour, are important 
factors worth considering to improve the pro-environmental behaviour. In other words, when people 
reported a particular pro-environmental behaviour to be easier to perform, the changes are bigger 
that participants reported this behaviour more often. The same applies to the environmental 
worldview, where participants who were more concerned with the environment, reported more pro-
environmental behaviours. The neighbourhood also plays an important role in these behaviours. The 
more participants felt connected and attached to the neighbourhood, the more pro-environmental 
behaviours were reported be on the behavioural control, environmental worldviews, and the social 
context. 
Surprisingly, overall the social norm did not play a strong role in determining pro-environmental 
behaviour. This suggests that the City-zen participants overall did not take much notice to what 
people around them are doing in determining their pro-environmental behaviour. However, for some 
behaviours, of the total 13 pro-environmental behaviours investigated, participants did report to be 
affected by what people in their neighbourhood were doing. For instance, when participants thought 
most people bring their own shopping bags or use energy saving light bulbs, they were more inclined 
to do this themselves too. These effects were not as strong as some of the other explaining factors. 
An alternative explanation for why the social norm could not explain behaviour was due to the 
method these questions were asked. It is possible that this question was to abstract and difficult for 
people to answer on the different types of pro-environmental behaviour. Indeed, between 20% and 
33% of all cases participants reported that they did not know whether any pro-environmental 
behaviour was performed less often than, similar to, or more often than other people. Moreover, 
between 27% and 41% of the cases participants reported that they performed a particular pro-
environmental behaviour ‘similar to’ other people. At least partly, this may hint that participants did 
not know how to answer this question (the option ‘I do not know’ was also added at a later stage of 
the societal monitoring). Another argument to support this comes from the fact that the social 
context does play a role in the form of the neighbourhood attachment, signifying that indeed the 
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surroundings and relevant others play a role in the decision making process. When future projects 
aim to assess the social norm, a simple and clear formulation of these questions seem essential to 
better evaluate the effect of the social context. 
Moreover, when the group is divided again between the private homeowners and the housing 
tenants, the social norm does seem to affect behaviour, mostly for the housing tenants. For the 
housing tenants, the most important factors that determine pro-environmental behaviour are the 
social norm and the environmental worldviews. In terms of the neighbourhood attachment, when 
housing tenants have a stronger emotional commitment to the group and participate in 
neighbourhood events, they tend to show more pro-environmental behaviour in the neighbourhood. 
Surprisingly, the behavioural control does not determine their behaviour that much compared to the 
private homeowners. For the private homeowners, the most important factors determining pro-
environmental behaviour were behavioural control and the environmental worldviews. Therefore, 
the private homeowners can be characterized as more independent actors who try to show 
behaviours which they view as good and doable for the environment. However, for a select number 
of behaviours, the neighbourhood attachment did play a significant role for the private homeowners. 
[part on the change in pro-environmental behaviours of the private homeowners before/after the 
renovation] 
Concerning the pro-environmental behaviours themselves, participants on average did report that 
they performed pro-environmental behaviours more often than others. Indeed, they reported 
performing the 13 pro-environmental behaviours on average a score of 3.6, between ‘sometimes’ 
and ‘often’. For most behaviours, like bringing their own shopping bag or only running a full washing 
machine, participants even mostly answered either ‘often’ or ‘always’. For a few behaviours, no 
leaving appliances on standby and driving an electric car, the responses were ‘never’ a large majority 
of the cases. These few behaviours brought the average performed behaviours down very strongly, 
mainly because these behaviours require more effort. The question remains what makes the link 
between behavioural control and performed behaviour so strong. Does the behavioural control -the 
level of ease to perform these behaviours- increase because participants learned more about 
performed these pro-environmental behaviours, or whether they became more motivated to 
perform these behaviours (thereby lowering the barrier to actually perform these behaviours). 
 

2.3. COMPARISON WITH THE GRENOBLE CASE 

2.3.1. Introduction to the Grenoble case 

The questionnaire was also distributed to City-zen participants in Grenoble. Contrary to the 
Amsterdam approach, the questionnaire in Grenoble was mostly completed by the use of volunteers 
in a door-to-door approach. The questionnaire in Grenoble had quite a few differences with the one 
used in Amsterdam. For one, the evaluation of the renovation was less extensive than in the 
Amsterdam case. Moreover, some psychological variables were not including in the Grenoble 
questionnaire. Some of the other measured factors had abbreviated versions in the Grenoble 
questionnaire. Moreover, the scoring was changed for some questions as well to make it easier to 
complete the questionnaire. These changes make the comparison less solid in terms of methodology. 
Despite the mentioned importance of an identical questionnaire to be able to compare the results of 
the questionnaire between Amsterdam and Grenoble, the decision was made to change the 
questionnaire on several key factors. Looking at the deployment of the questionnaire in Amsterdam, 
the reasoning behind the changes of the questionnaire was just: To make the questionnaire easier to 
complete and shorter, thereby making it more user-friendly. Still, it is interesting to compare the 
Amsterdam questionnaire results with the Grenoble questionnaire results. This paragraph will 
compare the both questionnaires wherever possible. Here, the housing tenants of the Amsterdam 
case will be compared with the social housing tenants of the Grenoble case, since these groups are 
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better compared in terms of social-economic background. For an introduction to the distribution of 
the questionnaire, see Deliverable D8.3 ‘Societal monitoring in Grenoble’. 
 

2.3.2. Demographics of the Grenoble case 

For the analysis of the Grenoble participants, a total of 159 questionnaire responses were used. Of 
these 159 responses, 22 participants filled out the questionnaire both before and after the 
renovation. Therefore, there were 137 unique responses to the questionnaire. All the participants in 
Grenoble were social housing tenants from 4 different blocks: 115 responses from Mistral, 42 
responses from Clément Bayard, 1 from Jean Perrot, and 1 from Nursery. In terms of the renovation 
process, 59 responses were before the renovation and 100 responses were after the renovation. 
The overview of the demographics of the Grenoble social housing tenants can be seen in Table 4, 
with the Amsterdam housing tenants next to it for better comparison. 
 
Demographic variable  Grenoble social 

Housing tenants 
Amsterdam (social) 

housing tenants 
Gender Male 57% 57% 
Nationality Dutch/French 60% 86% 
Age Average 58 40 
Household income Above 4000€ 1% 17% 
Household composition Mean 2.2 1.9 
Education Higher education 18% 58% 

Table 4 Overview of the demographic variables of the City-zen participants with a division between 
the Grenoble social housing tenants and the Amsterdam (social) housing tenants. For nationality, the 
numbers indicate the percentage of Dutch respondents for the Amsterdam case and the percentage 

of French respondents for the Grenoble case. 

The gender distribution of both cities is exactly the same and the household composition is also very 
similar, with the Grenoble case having a slightly higher household composition on average. There are 
also some substantial differences between the two groups. For nationality, the Grenoble case 
consisted for 60% of French residents, with the remaining 40% consisting of people of various 
countries. The average age of respondents was also considerably higher in Grenoble. For income, a 
large difference between the Amsterdam case and the Grenoble case can be seen. 51% of Grenoble 
participants reported a net monthly household income of below 1400 euro per month and for 29% 
this was between the 1400 and 2000 euro per month. Finally, a large percentage of Grenoble 
participants were either unemployed or retired. 
Overall, the respondents in Grenoble were older, were less often native to the country of residence, 
had a lower income, and a lower level education compared to the housing tenants in Amsterdam. 
The differences in demographics can for a small part be explained by the fact that in the Amsterdam 
case, not all the housing tenants in the City-zen project were social housing tenants. In Grenoble, all 
the City-zen participants were social housing tenants. 
 

2.3.3. Results of the Grenoble case 

Regarding the expectations of and the motivations for the renovations, Grenoble participants most 
often reported improving the comfort, improving the aesthetic, and economical factors (reduction of 
the energy bill and energy costs) as expectations of the renovations. To a less degree, ecological 
factors, like being less polluting and reducing CO2

 emissions, were also expected from the renovation. 
When asked how important each aspect of the renovation is to them, improved comfort and lowered 
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energy bill were rated highest, followed by energy savings and CO2 reduction, and improved value of 
the house was rated lowest. 
This is in line with the results of the Amsterdam (both private homeowners and housing tenants), 
where improved comfort and lowering energy bill were also rated as the most important benefits. 
The main difference is in the ecological motives, where the Grenoble participants reported this to be 
of significant lower importance than the Amsterdam participants.  
 
On the renovation process, more than half of Grenoble participants (63%) felt there were properly 
informed on the technical measures performed. At the same time, 56% percent of Grenoble 
participants did not report to have had enough information during the renovation process. One part 
of this lacking information comes from the usage of the renovations, since 74% of Grenoble 
participants did not feel they had information on the new behaviour to adopt after renovation. 
 
Next, information on different sociological and psychological variables was collected. Firstly, the 
personal identity scores of the Grenoble participants was almost identical to the Amsterdam 
participants. Here, participants were asked how they view themselves and their qualities.  
For the neighbourhood attachment, the Grenoble participants were very similar to the Amsterdam 
housing tenants. The Grenoble participants reported an ‘average’ identification and attachment to 
the neighbourhood: They evaluated their attachment to the neighbourhood not negatively, but also 
not very positively. The trend seen in the Amsterdam housing tenants is seen in Grenoble as well. 
The housing tenants report not to participate often in community events. 
A noticeable difference between the two cities can be seen in the personal values the participants 
hold. The values of stimulation and achievement were less important to the Grenoble participants 
compared to the Amsterdam participants. At the same time, conformity and benevolence were more 
important for the Grenoble participants. For the other values, the groups showed a striking similarity. 
The values of benevolence and universalism are often grouped together in the scientific literature to 
form the construct of ‘self-transcendence’, which is viewed as an important antecedent for pro-
environmental behaviour. The overview can be seen in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 Overview of the personal values of the Grenoble participants and the Amsterdam housing 
tenants. Negative values signify that these values are not important to the person, while the positive 
signify that these values are important to the person. 

As for the environmental worldviews, the Grenoble participants reported the same higher values as 
the Amsterdam participants. This signals that the new ecological paradigm, where humans are seen 
as a part of nature instead of only the users of nature’s resources, is shared across the border. 
Finally, the theory of planned behaviour was also used to explore the determinants of pro-
environmental behaviour for the Grenoble participants. For the Grenoble participants, only the 
behavioural control and to a smaller extend the environmental worldview could explain the pro-
environmental behaviour. The lack of the social norm to explain pro-environmental behaviour is not 
surprising, since around 70% to 80% of responses on the social norm were either that they did not 
know, or that it is similar to themselves. However, contrary to the Amsterdam case, the 
neighbourhood attachment could not explain pro-environmental behaviour for the Grenoble case. 
Still, for some behaviours, like separating waste and using energy efficient lightbulbs, the social 
context did play a significant role in the determination of pro-environmental behaviour. 
 

2.4. COMPARISON WITH THE OTHER INNOVATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS WITHIN CITY-ZEN 

One of the innovative demonstrations of the City-zen project was the Virtual Power Plant (VPP). A 
virtual power plant is an online platform which aggregates people’s production and consumptions of 
solar energy and stores the surplus locally. The local storage was done by installing a battery in the 
homes of the participants. Due to this aggregation it’s possible to trade energy on the wholesale 
markets: the use of a home battery lets you store energy when electricity prices are low and 
discharge the battery when there are high. The feasibility of the batteries to support the local grid 
network during peak moments was also examined. Trading on the energy markets with battery 
systems installed at households in one individual neighbourhood is new. The group of 25 Amsterdam 
participants was highly motivated, curious, and engaged to improve their energy efficiency and work 
towards being energy neutral. They were a group of highly educated (upper) middle-class 
participants. 
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A workshop among VPP participants explored the insights and experiences of the project. When 
confronted with the low return on investment of the VPP (20 years), participants responded that the 
energy transition and ecological motives were more important than the return on investment. This is 
in line with the results of the private homeowners in the City-zen renovation, who reported 
ecological motives to be a primary motivation. Even among this group of highly motivation 
participants, they reported that at least some financial conditions are required for them to see this 
project as viable for the future. For instance, they would like to see their energy bill to be lowered by 
the VPP. Furthermore, participants were somewhat distrusting of the energy companies to handle 
their energy transactions fairly. For instance, they expect the energy companies to try and make a 
profit from the VPP, while principally the benefits should be for the VPP participants themselves. 
Moreover, they are afraid the influence of the energy companies will take away from the ecological 
benefits. Therefore, they report transparency as an important factor for the contract between 
supplier and consumer. This idea can be extended towards the relation between the housing 
association and the tenants, where trust and transparency on the division of costs and benefits is 
beneficial for the evaluation of the renovations. 
The group of VPP participants showed a clearly noticeable aversion against any form of social control. 
In accordance with the values of the private homeowners, self-direction and lack of conformity seem 
to be important in guiding their behaviour. The relevance of self-direction is confirmed by the 
observation that the group reported control over the process and insights in their use of energy 
production and consumption as very important for this new technology. 
Another innovative demonstration of the City-zen project in Amsterdam was the vehicle-to-grid 
(V2G) technology. This technology enables electric cars to be used as (temporary) batteries, for 
example to power households. Additionally, by combining multiple batteries, accumulated capacity 
can become large enough to effectively prevent unbalance in the electricity grid. In the V2G 
demonstrations, participants main motivation to drive an electric car came from sustainability 
considerations and a reduction in CO2 emissions. Again, ecological motivations and an active attitude 
towards sustainable technology were key in participating in these demonstrations. Another factor 
that came up was the high level of trust of participants in the technology. This was very inducive for 
the experimentation in the V2G demonstration. Contrary to the other demonstrations, participants 
(drivers) had no interest in the charging and discharging patterns that were carried out, as long as 
they were able to drive to their next destination whenever they needed to travel. Therefore, for this 
group information played less of a role, possible due to the fact that they had no control over what 
happened and when it did for the V2G demonstration. Interestingly, there was one citizen who 
stopped charging sessions and disturbed measurements by pressing the emergency button every 
night before they went to bed. It was not possible to do a reset through software; this made the 
impact of his behaviour considerable. This was a citizen who was not present at the previous two 
public meetings explaining the demonstration. This incident stresses the importance of the influence 
and understanding of user behaviour and the use of citizen involvement in innovative 
demonstrations and have their input be heard. 
Other innovative demonstrations within the City-zen project, like the neighbourhood bio refinery and 
the heating and cooling projects, showed that cooperation between the local authorities 
(municipality) and the water authority are fundamental in these innovations which should be 
handled with quality and care. 
 

2.5. CONCLUSIONS 

Concluding, there were large differences between the two social groups in Amsterdam: the private 
homeowners and the (social) housing tenants. On average, the group of private homeowners had a 
higher income, large family size, and a higher education compared to the group of housing tenants. 
The benefits seen due to the renovation differs as well. The private homeowners reported improved 
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comfort in their home more often than the housing tenants. However, comfort was an important 
aspect for both groups, as evidenced by both the question on motivation as the willingness to pay 
extra per month for more comfort. Furthermore, changes in the renovation process were evaluated 
very negatively by housing tenants.  
There were a lot of factors the both groups had in common. The benefits of the renovations were 
noticed by both groups, where both the economic factors (saving energy and lowering energy bill) 
were reported, as well as an improved comfort and being eco-friendlier. 
The analysis to investigate the determinants of pro-environmental behaviour yielded several 
different factors. In the analysis, 36% of the variance of pro-environmental behaviour was explained 
by the investigated factors. This means two things. First, it means that the factors which could 
explain behaviour, are important factors worth considering to improve the pro-environmental 
behaviour. Secondly, it means that there are also other factors which may play a large role in 
determining pro-environmental behaviour, which were not investigated during this analysis.  
To stimulate pro-environmental behaviours, the focus should be on the behavioural control, 
environmental worldviews, and the neighbourhood attachment (social context). This insight could 
also be extended to the behaviour of performing a sustainable renovation: It should be easy to make 
the decision to do so, it should focus on the environmental benefits of the action and the social 
context of the behaviour should be taking into account. Most participants showed a signficant pro-
environmental worldview and environmental motives were clearly present. 
Next, the analysis turned to the determinants of pro-environmental behaviour for the private 
homeowners and the housing tenants separately. The results found that for private homeowners the 
control over the behaviours and environmental worldviews are large factors contributing to pro-
environmental behaviour. For housing tenants, the behavioural norm of these behaviours (what do 
my neighbours do) and the environmental beliefs. This suggests that what activates pro-
environmental behaviour in the two social groups differs significantly. Actions taken to stimulate and 
encourage this type of behaviour should therefore be attuned to the target audience.  
One aspect that was repeated by housing tenants is the need for their involvement in the renovation 
process and the neighbourhood. For example, they want to recycle their waste but the recycling 
waste containers were removed. They wish to have more containers nearby to better separate their 
waste. This is also supported by the theory of planned behaviour since the environmental beliefs 
(“recycling waste is good for the environment”) and the behavioural control (“It is easy for me to 
recycle waste”) are the two most important factors which determined reported separation of waste. 
Finally, the social housing tenants in the Grenoble case showed a large number of similarities with 
the (social) housing tenants in the Amsterdam case.  
One noticeable aspect of the Grenoble participants (especially compared to the Amsterdam 
participants), was the low income and low level of education. This lower socioeconomic status of the 
Grenoble participants may help explain the low involvement in the renovations and the lower 
ecological motivation to the renovations. In support of this argument, 67% of Grenoble participants 
reported that they did not know whether they have the option to get green energy. When people are 
more caught up in everyday life and need to exert more effort in getting by, the more long-term 
efforts -like being eco-friendlier- falls to the background.  
Interestingly, the values reported by the Grenoble participants showed a high level of affinity for 
‘self-transcendence’. This construct is the combination of the values of benevolence and 
universalism, which is a key motivation for pro-environmental action. It is characterized by an 
increased awareness and care for others and the environment. This can also be seen in the reported 
pro-environmental control, where Grenoble participants with higher scores for self-transcendence 
reported to show higher pro-environmental control than participants with lower self-transcendence 
scores. This means that participants with higher scores on self-transcendence have less (perceived) 
difficulty performing pro-environmental behaviours. This same result can be seen for the Amsterdam 
participants with higher levels of self-transcendence. However, for both groups this was not 
associated with a significant higher (reported) pro-environmental behaviour. So, although the pro-
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environmental behaviours appear easier for participants with higher self-transcendence, this does 
not directly translate into more pro-environmental behaviour. This may suggest that there are other 
factors hindering these participants from performed pro-environmental behaviour, like time and 
other resources.  
From the societal monitoring in Grenoble, there were reports that some participants did not alter 
their behaviour after the renovations. For instance, some participants opened their windows most of 
the time in the winter. This result is supported by the responses to the question ‘I was properly 
informed on the new behaviour to adopt after renovation’, where 74% did not agree to this. This 
further support the argument that adequate information for the inhabitants of (social) housing 
buildings is an important aspect to increase energy efficiency. Additionally, more knowledge on how 
to use these renovations or how to adapt to hem may insure a higher level of satisfaction with the 
renovations. More involvement in the renovations and better information on the renovations and 
their use is crucial. Indeed, the Grenoble participants who reported to have been involved in the 
decision to take specific measures (26%), reported higher satisfaction with the renovation. 
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CHAPTER 3  –  Encourag ing  the  energy  t rans i t ion  –  
Learn ings f rom C ity -zen and bey ond 

The City-zen project demonstrated the application of innovative sustainable technology, which may 
help to reach the EU climate goals. Within the context of renovating the housing stock, it is important 
to analyse what characteristics and circumstances make public bodies susceptible for new 
technology. Additionally, what motivation techniques must be proposed, if society, seen as City-zens, 
business, educational and other institutes, do not embrace the proposed innovations. Within the 
City-zen project, the deliverables D9.14 ‘Documented paths to successful deployment’ and D9.16 
‘Smart Energy Solutions: what is keeping cities from implementing?’ detail the barriers and 
opportunities from the deployment and upscaling of smart energy projects. D9.16 especially goes 
into detail on the different types of barriers and opportunities of the different actors involved in a 
smart energy project. 
Therefore, the current chapter will analyze the results of the City-zen project based on the scientific 
literature to uncover the primary motivations regarding the susceptibility to the demonstrated 
technologies. Furthermore, based on these motivations, the literature with respect to effective 
motivation techniques and policy recommendations is presented. Finally, this chapter is concluded 
by a summary of the factors that influence the susceptibility to new technologies and the policy 
recommendations with respect to the City-zen project. 
 

3.1. RESEARCH IN THE ENERGY TRANSITION IN RELATION TO CITY-ZEN  

To analyse what characteristics and circumstances make citizens and public bodies susceptible for 
new technology, it is appropriate to analyse the City-zen results in the context of the literature on 
energy efficiency projects in the housing stock. The characteristics and circumstances that encourage 
the energy transition can be distinguished by different types of factors. These factors are used to 
distinguish different types of aspects in the process evaluation. In the Precede-Proceed model of 
behavioural change (Green & Kreuter, 1999), the factors are classified as predisposing, enabling, and 
reinforcing.  
Predisposing factors are defined as internal factors that motivate pro-environmental behaviour, like 
personal values and pro-environmental worldviews. Enabling factors can be described as external 
and contextual factors which help the realization of pro-environmental behaviour, like subsidies and 
organizational resources. Reinforcing factors provide positive feedback towards the performed 
behaviour, like financial benefits and recognition. Some factors cannot be readily classified as either 
predisposing, enabling, or reinforcing. For the sake of clarity, these factors are discussed within the 
section of their most prominent influence. 
 

3.1.1. Predisposing factors 

In the scientific literature, there has already been a number of studies on the predisposing factors as 
determinants of pro-environmental behaviour. These studies are especially relevant as a comparison 
for this deliverable, since the psychological and social factors studies in City-zen can be mostly 
classified as predisposing factors. Moreover, the theory of planned behaviour (as applied in Chapter 
2) classifies behaviour as a number of psychological predisposing factors, along with actual 
behavioural control. 
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Egmond, Jonkers, and Kok (2004) studied the factors that influence energy-relevant behaviour of 
housing associations, for example performing (large-scale) sustainable renovations in the (social) 
housing blocks. The study investigated employees of housing associations involved with energy 
efficiency using a questionnaire and interviews. Apart from the non-changeable aspects like size and 
wealth of the housing association, they found other predisposing factors that influenced the energy-
relevant behaviour. They found that of the predisposing factors, the attitude is the most important, 
followed by the subjective norm and self-efficacy. Attitudes are the feelings, opinions, and beliefs 
people hold about a particular behaviour. Thinking taking your own shopping bag is a good thing to 
do, is an example of a positive attitude. Subjective norm is the perceived expectations from others 
that influence a user to perform a particular behaviour. Finally, self-efficacy relates to a person’s 
belief in their ability to perform a particular behaviour. For a housing association, this has to do with 
a perception of how to put the energy efficiency policy into practice. Self-efficacy is closely related to 
the construct of personal identity used in the City-zen project (Egmond, Jonkers, and Kok, 2004).  
Surprisingly, knowledge and environmental awareness do not play important roles. This may indicate 
that although these factors are relevant and necessary, they themselves are not enough to enact 
energy-relevant behaviour. This hypothesis is supported by Han et al. (2013), which found that for 
most groups of tenants, supplying information and demonstration on how to save energy was not 
effective.  
The results of Han et. al. (2013) indicate that social-demographic characteristics, knowledge, 
motivation, and context factors play important roles in energy-saving behaviour. In this study, four 
social-demographic resident groups were found regarding their preferences for interventions: cost 
driven, conscious, ease driven, and environmental minded. The findings of Han et. al. (2013) 
emphasize that the intervention strategy should be focused on specific target groups in order to have 
the right combination of interventions to achieve effective results.  
Hoppe (2012) investigated which factors influence the adoption of innovative energy systems in 
social housing sites during renovations based on a case study design of eight local-level renovation 
project by housing associations. The investigation resulted in the identification of barriers, enabling 
factors and perspectives from three main actors: housing associations, tenants, and local authorities.  
Results show that tenants, while being informed on the net decrease in energy costs, were reluctant 
to undergo sustainable renovations in their homes. Tenants indicated the fear of rent increase and 
unfamiliarity with the (technical) innovations as their primary reasons. As noted by Hoppe (2012), a 
reason for their negative attitude might be distrust in the housing association and a lack of 
involvement in the renovation projects decision-making. The lack of involvement argument is also 
supported by the works of Ornetzeder and Rohracher (2006) and Van Bueren (2009). Therefore, as 
concluded by Abrahamse et al. (2005), the most effective interventions that affect the predisposition 
to pro-environmental behaviour are stimulating commitment, goals setting, and information 
provision. Additionally, reinforcing factors like feedback and rewards were found to be effective as 
well. 
The context of City-zen 
The predisposing factors (attitude, subjective norm, and self-efficacy) found by Egmond et al. (2004) 
are closely related to the fundamental parameters which determine success for the renovations and 
other pro-environmental behaviour found in the City-zen project. The concept of attitude is very 
closely related to the behavioural control and (pro-)environmental worldviews used in the City-zen 
project. The concept of subjective norm mirrors the concepts of the social context (social norm + 
neighbourhood attachments) in the City-zen project. Finally, the self-efficacy was measured in City-
zen as well, as the personal identity of a participants. These predisposition factors are therefore 
fundamental for the energy transition. 
The lack of support and trust found in Hoppe (2012) was experienced in the City-zen project during 
the renovations for the Wegener-Sleeswijk block in Amsterdam. Most of these planned renovations 
were cancelled due to tenants taking back the permission of the housing association to renovate. The 
factor of trust was also mentioned by the participants of the virtual power plants project of City—
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zen. Here, some participants were distrustful of the large energy companies for the cooperation in 
handling their energy transactions. Luckily, for most other participants, the trust in energy companies 
was reasonably high, which is inducive for all projects where energy companies may play a role. For 
all VPP participants the main motivations for them was to be more environmentally friendly and to 
be self-sustaining in terms of energy for the possible step to go off-grid. These factors are confirmed 
by the motivation results in the City-zen project, since the ecological and economical motivations 
(e.g. saving energy, saving money), along with (improved) housing comfort, were the fundamental 
motivation factors for the citizens. 
Finally, the City-zen project clearly distinguished two different social groups based on 
homeownership (tenant and owner), while Han et al (2013) found four social-demographic groups. 
This emphasizes the importance of the socioeconomic background and values of people in pro-
environmental behaviour. In Han et al (2013), the authors discuss the need for different 
interventions per social group. These findings are supported by the findings of City-zen, where the 
(social) housing tenants were more motivated by economic factors, while the private homeowners 
were more motivated by ecological factors. 
 

3.1.2. Enabling factors 

In the literature on energy transition and sustainable renovations, the enabling factors are all factors 
that help smooth the path from intention to actual behaviour. Within the City-zen project, the City-
zen subsidy for the (innovative) sustainable renovations is an enabling factor. Regarding the analysis 
of the City-zen participants in this deliverable with the theory of planned behaviour, this is defined as 
the actual control over the behaviour. Furthermore, other relevant enabling factors in the societal 
monitoring in Amsterdam, Grenoble, and other innovative projects within City-zen as discussed in 
this section.  
Financial resources, like subsidies and financial benefits, are reported by the majority of studies as 
important factors. Indeed, structural (financial and legislation) interventions have the most effect in 
changing resident behaviour (Steg and Vlek, 2009). Moreover, Hoppe (2012) found that housing 
associations faced problems in their need to acquire additional finance. Here, the use of subsidies 
was a crucial enabling factor and allowed the energy audits and (economical) feasibility studies to be 
initiated. These audits and feasibility studies should be handled carefully, as Hoppe (2012) found that 
financial feasibility considerations and lengthy permit were also possible economical barriers. In 
some studies, for example Egmond et al. (2004), external financial resources were not reported as an 
important aspect for housing associations. This indicates that financial resources alone are 
insufficient to drive the energy transition without another enabling factor. A possible complicating 
factor in finance is given by the housing associations, who feared that costs of renovation between 
themselves, tenants, and local authorities are being distributed unfairly (Hoppe, 2012). For tenants, 
rewards and financial interventions are most significant and positive for all different types of tenants 
(Han et al., 2013). Hamamoto (2013) also found that economic incentives, in the form of a carbon 
tax, can motivate people to perform additional pro-environmental behaviour.  
For the enabling factors, external technical resources are the most important aspect for an 
organization, like the housing associations or the local authorities (Egmond, Jonkers, Kok, 2004). 
Examples of external technical resources are engineering advice and other technical advice on the 
application of a (technical) innovative project. Concerning organizations, a motivated leader and 
avoiding organizational transition are important organizational enabling factors. Organizational 
transition was negatively associated with the adoption of energy efficiency measures in by housing 
associations (Hoppe, 2012). Other significant organizational barriers were: delay in project progress, 
over-ambitious project goals, poor experiences in previous projects. 
The context of City-zen 
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The emphasis on financial resources can also be confirmed within the City-zen project. For one, most 
of the private homeowners reported that without the City-zen subsidy, the renovations would likely 
not have been performed. Similarly, for the housing associations, the subsidy aided in the realization 
of the projects. 
In the innovative demonstration of City-zen, the Virtual Power Plant (VPP) and the Vehicle-to-grid 
(V2G), the use of external technical resources is very apparent. New technology developed and 
supplied by (private) companies and was applied to citizens.  
Finally, City-zen D9.16 also addresses the possible benefit of a pool of project managers specialized in 
innovative projects as a solution to the organizational barriers. This, along with (horizontal) 
collaboration within the municipality and between cities, may enable innovative projects to run more 
smoothly and successfully.   
 

3.1.3. Reinforcing factors 

In the final part of the process, the reinforcing factors help give (positive) feedback on the pro-
environmental renovations or behaviours. They serve to strengthen the motivation for a behaviour 
after the process.  
Egmond et al. (2004) found that feedback from peer organizations and from authority were the most 
important reinforcing factors. This indicates that social aspects of behaviour need to be taken into 
account for effective deployment of energy measures. This is further evidenced in Egmond et al. 
(2004) by the importance of the subjective norm as an enabling and reinforcing factor, making it 
relevant throughout the entire energy transition process. 
Apart from feedback, benchmarks and demonstrations have a clear reinforcing effect (Egmond et al., 
2004). Learnings and demonstrations from other (previous) projects show the technical possibilities 
and organizational requirements for such a project. In terms of barriers, Hoppe (2012) found that for 
housing associations adverse experiences with previous projects were associated negatively with 
adopting energy efficiency measures. Therefore, exploring the successes and the pitfalls other 
relevant projects may help avoid adverse experiences, which in turn stimulate further innovative 
projects.  
The context of City-zen 
A project like City-zen can serve as a benchmark for and a demonstration of the application of 
innovative technologies. The lessons learned in this project may serve as valuable input for future 
demonstrations and upscaling efforts. Not only the technical measures themselves, but also the 
process and the organizational factors may help guide future projects. The resources and steps 
required for a project with similar ambitions are shown, which decreases the barriers for 
implementation. In the next part, all the relevant factors will be aggregated to regard the process 
and policy aspects. 
 

3.2. PROCESS AND POLICY ASPECTS 

The factors defined in the previous section play influential roles in energy efficiency projects and on 
pro-environmental behaviour. As mentioned, the structural financial and legislation interventions are 
found to have the most effect in changing resident behaviour (Steg and Vlek, 2009). It is therefore 
useful to regard the relevant process and policy aspects in this section. 
Implementing policy to encourage innovative energy projects is difficult due to the slow and tedious 
process required (Egmond, Jonkers, and Kok, 2004; Hoppe, 2012). Furthermore, as the characteristic 
for innovative projects are driven by technological revolutions, the slow policy changes are not 
adapted to these changes. Hoppe (2012) monitored eight large-scale social housing renovations and 
found that five of the eight projects failed to implement any energy efficiency measures. Note that all 
projects received financial support from the national government. Moreover, of the eight projects 
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investigated, all of them lowered their ambitions as the projects progressed and ultimately only 
three were successful in performing the innovative energy retrofit. 
Egmond et al. (2004) detailed the most efficient policy instruments to utilize the factors mentioned in 
section 3.1. These were selected from four different types of policy instruments: Judicial instruments 
which are mainly based on the mechanism of force (prescribe behaviour and set a norm, external 
motivation: public value or social interest). Economical instruments are characterized by financial 
transactions. Communicative instruments are characterized by persuasion. Finally, structural 
provisions work in two ways: they work by force or as facilitators. 
They found that housing associations do not have to be convinced to take energy-conservation 
measures. Their motivations to do so include housing cost-saving, housing comfort, increasing image, 
and competition advantages. Therefore, a successful intervention strategy should use policy 
instruments that have a facilitating and encouraging character. This resembles the findings of the 
participants of the City-zen project: the motivation and environmental values are already there, but 
they need to be supported and enabled to translate this into action. Furthermore, the private 
homeowners reported these subsidies and especially the personal advice and information 
fundamental in their decision to perform a sustainability renovation.  
Local authorities depend largely on local actors for the realization of energy efficiency projects. 
Hoppe (2012) found that local authorities tend to have an initiating role. Local authorities tend to set 
high energy ambitions, motivated by the national and international energy goals. However, they tend 
to become over-ambitious as they concentrate on achieving their policy goals while barely paying 
attention to practical feasibility. Hoppe (2012) found that all eight the studied renovation projects 
reduced their energy efficiency ambitions during the projects. Still, local authorities are key actors to 
achieve energy efficiency projects. If possible, authorities should use infrastructural provisions in 
order to force housing associations in taking energy-conservation measures (Egmond et al., 2004).  
Local authorities tend to lose influence and interest as the project progresses. Thereby depending on 
the willingness of local stakeholders to complete to their plans. To counter this process, multi-
stakeholder approaches, such as ‘network management’, may be needed to deal with the complexity 
of an energy efficiency project. Egmond et al. (2004) advises that the interventions should be 
implemented by the networks around the housing associations, since they are sensitive to external 
parties such as the local authorities and peer associations. The authors recommend a mix of 
instruments, the core of which consists of covenants, demonstrations, voluntary policy agreements 
with local authorities, where special attention is given to their enforcement. Covenants (voluntary 
policy agreements) with a local authority was one of the most important factors explaining energy 
efficiency measures in the housing stock by housing associations. Covenants need to be obligations 
that are result-oriented and not merely effort-oriented (Egmond et al., 2004). The effect of 
covenants increases if sanctions can be imposed if the promised results of the project are not 
achieved. This enforcement can come by subsidies and penalties. The group pressure effect a 
covenant brings also helps actors to adhere to the agreements made, since increasing image is often 
a motivation for participating in these sustainability projects. 
A covenant should be accompanied by personal advice, information, benchmarks, and 
demonstrations. As a benchmark and a demonstration, feasibility demonstrations, like the City-zen 
project, can also stimulate energy efficiency measures by making the possibilities more real and 
palpable.  Hoppe (2012) additionally suggested that projects need sufficient possibilities for 
experimentation to enable learning processes. Kemp et al. (1998) suggested a similar approach based 
on the literature on the importance of ‘protected spaces’. 
Together, these interventions have effect on several factors that are important to sustainable 
behaviour. They promote both the predisposition factors as well as the enabling and reinforcing 
factors. Translating these policies to the private homeowners the network around the private 
homeowners is an important target for these interventions. An example of such a network is the VVE 
in the Netherlands. Here, the motivated private homeowners can use the possibilities for 
experimentation to adapt the best energy measures to their specific case. 
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3.3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The factors that influence energy efficiency projects, like the innovative demonstrations of the City-
zen project, can be divided into three categories by the Precede-Proceed model of behavioural 
change: Predisposing, enabling, and reinforcing factors. 
The attitude, subjective norm, and self-efficacy are the most important predisposing factors, found in 
the City-zen project and the scientific literature on energy efficiency projects. These factors are 
important for all sorts of citizens, from private homeowners and the housing tenants to housing 
associations. The influence of attitude is confirmed by the motivation results in the City-zen project, 
since the ecological and economical motivations (e.g. saving energy, saving money), along with 
(improved) housing comfort, were the fundamental motivation factors for the citizens. Surprisingly, 
knowledge and environmental awareness do not play important roles. This may indicate that 
although these factors are relevant and necessary, they themselves are not enough to enact energy-
relevant behaviour. Effective intervention strategies should focus on specific target groups in order 
to have the right combination of interventions to achieve effective results. Since adopting energy-
saving behaviour often simply requires that people change their minds (Doppelt, 2008). A suitable 
combination of interventions could increase the level of engagement, empowerment and sense of 
efficacy of involved people. Further, communication about the plans and ambitions of the project is 
fundamental to get participants on board and trust the project. Tenants tend to be were reluctant to 
undergo sustainable renovations in their homes, even while being informed on benefits. They fear 
rent increase and were hesitant due to the unfamiliarity with the (technical) innovations. Trust, 
therefore, is another fundamental parameter for the successful deployment of innovative (energy) 
projects. For housing associations, interventions should stimulate commitment, set goals, and 
provide information provision to stimulate the predisposing factors. 
Concerning enabling factors, financial interventions seem to be the fundamental aspect for 
innovative demonstrations and energy efficiency projects at this moment. Housing associations 
needs the additional funding to be able to set up an audit in the first place. This funding can come 
from either raising the monthly rents paid by tenants or by acquiring external money (e.g. subsidies 
or profit from other housing projects). However, as housing tenants already fear uneven distribution 
of the costs and benefits of energy efficiency renovation projects, increasing rent brings the risk that 
tenants withdraw their permission to renovate. Therefore, subsidies and other financial benefits are 
crucial to enable new energy efficiency projects. Other enabling factor are external technical 
resources, especially for housing associations and local authorities. Concerning organizations, a 
motivated leader and avoiding organizational transition are important organizational enabling 
factors.  
Feedback from peer organizations and from authority were the most important reinforcing factors. 
This indicates that social aspects of behaviour need to be taken into account for effective 
deployment of energy measures. Apart from feedback, benchmarks and demonstrations have a clear 
reinforcing effect. Learnings and demonstrations from other (previous) projects show the technical 
possibilities and organizational requirements for such a project  
Finally, structural (financial and legislation) interventions have the most effect in changing resident 
behaviour and encourage energy efficiency projects. Implementing policy to encourage innovative 
energy projects is difficult due to the slow and tedious process required. A successful intervention 
strategy should use policy instruments that have a facilitating and encouraging character. Local 
authorities are key actors to achieve energy efficiency projects. Multi-stakeholder approaches, such 
as ‘network management’, are useful to deal with the complexity of an energy efficiency project. A 
mix of instruments seem most effective, the core of which consists of covenants, demonstrations, 
voluntary policy agreements with local authorities, where special attention is given to their 
enforcement. Covenants (voluntary policy agreements) need to be result-oriented and not merely 
effort-oriented. A covenant should be accompanied by personal advice, information, benchmarks, 
and demonstrations. As a benchmark and a demonstration, feasibility demonstrations, like the City-
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zen project, can also stimulate energy efficiency measures by making the possibilities more real and 
palpable. Projects need sufficient possibilities for experimentation to enable learning processes. 
Together, these interventions have effect on several factors that are important to sustainable 
behaviour. They promote both the predisposition factors as well as the enabling and reinforcing 
factors.  
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CHAPTER 4  –  Conc lusions  

This deliverable investigated the fundamental parameters that determine success and failure for 
(innovative) energy efficiency projects for different social groups. There were large differences 
between the two social groups in Amsterdam: the private homeowners and the (social) housing 
tenants. On average, the group of private homeowners had a higher income, large family size, and a 
higher education compared to the group of housing tenants. The benefits seen due to the renovation 
differs as well. The private homeowners reported improved comfort more often in their home than 
the housing tenants. However, comfort was an important aspect for both groups, as evidenced by 
both the question on motivation as the willingness to pay extra per month for more comfort. As 
improved comfort was an important motive to participate in the renovation, communicating to 
housing tenants about the possible comfort improvement may therefore seem like an opportunity to 
motivate this group to participate. Furthermore, changes in the renovation process were evaluated 
very negatively by housing tenants. Clear communication on the renovation process and possible 
deviations in this process can be a good tool to mitigate these negative evaluations.  
There were also a lot of factors the two groups of Amsterdam and the social housing tenants in 
Grenoble had in common. The benefits of the renovations were noticed by both groups, where both 
the economic factors (saving energy and lowering energy bill) were reported, as well as an improved 
comfort and being eco-friendlier. 
To stimulate pro-environmental behaviours, the focus should be on the behavioural control, 
environmental worldviews, and the neighbourhood attachment (social context). This insight could 
also be extended to the behaviour of performing a sustainable renovation: It should be easy to make 
the decision to do so, it should focus on the environmental benefits of the action and the social 
context of the behaviour should be taking into account. Additionally, the motivations to perform the 
renovation confirm the focus on the environmental benefits and the economic benefits of the 
renovations, since these were prime motivators for the renovations. Most participants showed a 
significant pro-environmental worldview and environmental motives were clearly present. As 
deliverable 8.3 mentioned on the turnaround rate of the renovations, subsidies for the renovation 
are still necessary to make the economics of the renovations viable. What activates pro-
environmental behaviour in the two social groups differs significantly. Actions taken to stimulate and 
encourage this type of behaviour should therefore be attuned to the target audience.  
One aspect that was repeated by housing tenants was their need for involvement in the renovation 
process and the neighbourhood. For example, they want to recycle their waste but the recycling 
waste containers were removed. They wish to have more containers nearby to better separate their 
waste. This is also supported by the theory of planned behaviour since the environmental beliefs 
(“recycling waste is good for the environment”) and the behavioural control (“It is easy for me to 
recycle waste”) are the two most important factors which determined reported separation of waste. 
One noticeable aspect of the Grenoble participants (especially compared to the Amsterdam 
participants), was the low income and low level of education. This lower socioeconomic status of the 
Grenoble participants may help explain the low involvement in the renovations and the lower 
ecological motivation to the renovations. More knowledge on how to use these renovations or how 
to adapt to hem may insure a higher level of satisfaction with the renovations. More involvement in 
the renovations and better information on the renovations and their use is crucial. Indeed, the 
participants who reported to have been involved in the decision to take specific measures, reported 
higher satisfaction with the renovation. When people are more caught up in everyday life and need 
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to exert more effort in getting by, the more long-term efforts -like being eco-friendlier- falls to the 
background. 
 
Next, the characteristics and circumstances that make public bodies susceptible for new technologies 
and advance the energy transition towards sustainable energy. To encourage the energy transition, it 
is important to note that motivating citizens to perform more environmentally friendly behaviour 
should not be the only method to increase energy efficiency and reduce the CO2 footprint. Large 
scale renovation projects from government and industry should be encouraged as well. The second 
part of the deliverable explored the characteristics and circumstances that make public bodies 
susceptible for specific new technologies and the motivation techniques required. 
The factors that influence energy efficiency projects, like the innovative demonstrations of the City-
zen project, can be divided into three categories: Predisposing, enabling, and reinforcing factors. 
The attitude, subjective norm, and self-efficacy are the most important predisposing factors, found in 
the City-zen project and the scientific literature on energy efficiency projects. The influence of 
attitude is confirmed by the motivation results in the City-zen project, since the ecological and 
economical motivations (e.g. saving energy, saving money), along with (improved) housing comfort, 
were the fundamental motivation factors for the citizens. Surprisingly, knowledge and environmental 
awareness do not play important roles. Effective intervention strategies should focus on specific 
target groups in order to have the right combination of interventions to achieve effective results. A 
suitable combination of interventions could increase the level of engagement, empowerment and 
sense of efficacy of involved people. Further, communication about the plans and ambitions of the 
project is fundamental to get participants on board and trust the project. Trust, therefore, is another 
fundamental parameter for the successful deployment of innovative (energy) projects. For housing 
associations, interventions should stimulate commitment, set goals, and provide information 
provision to stimulate the predisposing factors. 
Concerning enabling factors, financial interventions seem to be the fundamental aspect for 
innovative demonstrations and energy efficiency projects at this moment. Subsidies and other 
financial benefits are crucial to enable new energy efficiency projects. Other enabling factor are 
external technical resources, especially for housing associations and local authorities. Concerning 
organizations, a motivated leader and avoiding organizational transition are important organizational 
enabling factors.  
Feedback from peer organizations and from authority were the most important reinforcing factors. 
This indicates that social aspects of behaviour need to be taken into account for effective 
deployment of energy measures. Apart from feedback, benchmarks and demonstrations have a clear 
reinforcing effect. Learnings and demonstrations from other projects show the technical possibilities 
and organizational requirements for such a project  
The findings of the City-zen project can inform local governments about the impact prospects of 
interventions for various segments of the local population. The preferences for particular 
interventions can be useful in developing optimal and effective policy strategies.  
Finally, structural (financial and legislation) interventions have the most effect in changing resident 
behaviour and encourage energy efficiency projects. Implementing policy to encourage innovative 
energy projects is difficult due to the slow and tedious process required. A successful intervention 
strategy should use policy instruments that have a facilitating and encouraging character. Local 
authorities are key actors to achieve energy efficiency projects. Multi-stakeholder approaches, such 
as ‘network management’, are useful to deal with the complexity of an energy efficiency project. A 
mix of instruments seem most effective, the core of which consists of covenants, demonstrations, 
voluntary policy agreements with local authorities, where special attention is given to their 
enforcement. Covenants (voluntary policy agreements) need to be result-oriented and not merely 
effort-oriented. A covenant should be accompanied by personal advice, information, benchmarks, 
and demonstrations. As a benchmark and a demonstration, feasibility demonstrations, like the City-
zen project, can also stimulate energy efficiency measures by making the possibilities more real and 
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palpable. Projects need sufficient possibilities for experimentation to enable learning processes. 
Together, these interventions have effect on several factors that are important to sustainable 
behaviour. They promote both the predisposition factors as well as the enabling and reinforcing 
factors.  
Throughout all the important factors influencing energy efficiency projects, communication is key: 
Information on possibilities in the world of energy efficiency measures; demonstrations and 
benchmarks by previous innovative projects; and covenants and agreements between authorities 
and companies. Finally, the positive attitude towards sustainability and the environmental worldview 
of the City-zen participants is also a sign that (new) sustainable and pro-environmental policy will be 
supported by a large group of citizens. In other words, citizens appear to be ready for the next step in 
sustainable energy policy to reach the EU climate goals. 
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G L O S S A R Y  /  L I S T  O F  AC R O N Y M S  

  
TPB Theory of Planned Behaviour 
VPP Virtual Power Plant 
V2G Vehicle-to-Grid 
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A P P E N D I X  I :  TR A N S C R I P T  O F  T H E  C I T Y - Z E N  Q U E S T I O N N A I R E  

Below the transcript of the City-zen questionnaire is added. Note that this questionnaire was 
distributed online, therefore the look and feel of the questionnaire in this transcript version does not 
convey the online experience of the questionnaire. Furthermore, skip logic and other logic to make 
the online questionnaire easier to fill out, cannot be included in the transcript version of the 
questionnaire. This transcript is added as a reference for the different questions and constructs 
asked in the City-zen questionnaire. 
 
 

City-zen general questionnaire 

English version 
 

 

Start of Block: Introduction 

 
Q1.1  This questionnaire is part of the City-Zen project, funded by the EU.     Completing this 
questionnaire takes around 15 to 20 minutes. 
 If you would like to continue the questionnaire at a later moment, 
 it will start with the page where you last stopped.     If you have any questions regarding the 
questionnaire or research project, you can send an e-mail here.     More information about City-Zen 
can be found here.     The questionnaire is divided in 4 parts:        
    I. Home, household, and neighbourhood; 
    II. You as a person and your opinions; 
    III. Your views on sustainability; 
    IV. Sustainable technologies in your home.     
  To start the questionnaire, please read and agree to the informed consent on the next page.     After 
completing the questionnaire, you will receive an e-mail with a link of the results so far!  
 
 

  
 
Q1.2 Consent for Participation in Survey Research     I volunteer to participate in the City-Zen 
research project conducted by the Delft University of Technology. I understand that the project is 
designed to gather information about sustainable behaviour and technologies. I will be one of 
approximately 400 people being surveyed for this research.     1. Participation involves answering the 
questions of the survey prepared by researchers from Delft university of Technology. The survey will 
last approximately 20 minutes.      2. I understand that the researcher will not identify me by name in 
any reports using information obtained from this survey, and that my confidentiality as a participant 
in this study will remain secure. Subsequent uses of records and data will be subject to standard data 
use policies which protect the anonymity of individuals and institutions.     3. I understand that I will 
not be paid for my participation. My participation in this project is voluntary. I may withdraw and 
discontinue participation at any time without penalty. If I decline to participate or withdraw from the 
study, no one will be told. 
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    4. I understand that if I feel uncomfortable in any way during the survey, I have the right to decline 
to answer any question or to end the survey.     5. I have read and understood the explanation 
provided to me. I have had all my questions answered to my satisfaction and I voluntarily agree to 
participate in this study. 

o I agree  (1)  

o I do not agree  (2)  
 
 

Page Break  

 
Q14.2.2  
 
Now follow the intake forms for the technical monitoring of the City-zen project. 
 
 
After that, you are not able to go back any more and your answers will be submitted. 
 
 

Start of Block: Permissions 

  
 
Q1.3  
Shifft    
Energy data from smart meter   
  By ticking 'I agree' I grant permission to process my personal information according to the 
participation agreement of City-Zen (this means your data will be anonymised and not shared with 
others outside the research team). In return I will receive access to the online energy use monitoring 
platform: Shifft.   
   
  
I grant permission for daily downloads of my energy data from the smart meter with a maximum of 
two years. I also declare that I am informed sufficiently. 

o I agree  (1)  

o I do not agree  (2)  
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Q1.4 Please enter your name below so we can grant you access to the online platform: 

o First name  (1) ________________________________________________ 

o Last name  (2) ________________________________________________ 

o E-mail  (3) ________________________________________________ 
 
 

Page Break  

    
 
Q1.5  
Now follows the intake form for the retrieval of the historic energy data of your (soon to be) City-zen 
renovated house.   
    
 Intake form     Permission to retrieve your energy consumption data from your network operator 
Liander.   
 1. Receiver data:           DNV-GL, attn. R.A. Rooth.       
 2. Type of data:             Delivery of individual standard annual consumption [1] for gas and/or 
electricity.     [1] This information constitutes personal data and is subject to the Dutch data 
protection act (Wet Bescherming Persoonsgegevens, Wbp)     Please indicate below which types of 
data apply for your residency:     

▢  Gas  (1)  

▢  Electricity  (2)  
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Q1.5.2  
 3. Timeframe:              During the years: 2013 -2014 -2015-2016-2017. Undersigned declares that 
he/she was the user of this (gas/electicity) connection in the selected years.     
    
Please indicate below which years you were the user of this (gas/electricity) connection: 

▢  2013  (1)  

▢  2014  (2)  

▢  2015  (3)  

▢  2016  (4)  

▢  2017  (5)  
 
 

  
 
Q1.5.3  
4. Purpose limitation: DNV-GL uses the specific data only for the construction of a reliable reckoning 
of energy-saving measures.   
    5. Who has access:     Apart from the receiver, the data can be shared under the same conditions 
with the Delft University of Technology and the Amsterdam Economic Board.     6. Location 
data:        The data will be stored in the Netherlands.     7. Storage period:      The data will be 
destroyed by the receiver within one year.     8. Rights owner:         At all times, the owner of the data 
(resident) has the right to view his/her data, alter his/her data, or revoke the permission to use 
his/her data.       9. Communication:    The owner of the data can contact Rudy Rooth of DNV-GL in 
case of any questions. Contact information: rudy.rooth@dnvgl.com.                          10. Signed by 
owner data (resident address):     By ticking 'I agree' I grant permission for Liander N.V. to supply my 
consumption data to the receiver under the above mentioned conditions.  

o I agree  (1)  

o I do not agree  (2)  
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Q1.5.4 Please enter your details below so we can access your historic energy data: 

o First name  (1) ________________________________________________ 

o Last name  (2) ________________________________________________ 

o E-mail  (3) ________________________________________________ 

o Postal code (1234 AB)  (4) ________________________________________________ 

o Streetname  (5) ________________________________________________ 

o House number  (6) ________________________________________________ 

o Addition  (7) ________________________________________________ 

o Current date (day-month-year)  (8) 
________________________________________________ 

 

End of Block: Permissions 
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Q2.3  
Are you taking part in the City-Zen renovations?  
 
 
If yes, you should have received an e-mail or letter containing information on the project (and 
possibly financial support). You should also have been offered a smart meter. 

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  
 

End of Block: Introduction 
 

Start of Block: General 

 
Q2.1 Welcome to the questionnaire!      For the best results, please do not overthink the questions 
and go with your first intuition.   Also, keep in mind that there are no wrong answers. 
   
 
 

  
 
Q2.2  
In which city do you live? 

o Grenoble  (1)  

o Amsterdam  (2)  

o Other  (9) ________________________________________________ 
 
 

Page Break  
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End of Block: General 
 

Start of Block: Household 

 
Q3.1 Part I of this questionnaire is about your home, household, and neighbourhood. We would like 
to have some information about your household, so we can compare the results.   
    
Part I 
 Your home, household, and neighbourhood   
 
     
All the answers will be processed confidentially and will be anonymised.  
 
 

   
 
Q3.2 How many people are living in your household (including yourself)? 
  

Children up to 18 years of age (1)  ▼ 0 (0) ... 10 (10) 

18 to 65 years old (2)  ▼ 0 (0) ... 10 (10) 

65 years old and over (3)  ▼ 0 (0) ... 10 (10) 

 
 
 

  
 
Q3.3 What is the monthly income in euro (after tax) of your household? 

o Below € 1.400  (1)  

o Between € 1.400 and € 2.000  (2)  

o Between € 2.001 and € 3.000  (3)  

o Between € 3.001 and € 4.000  (4)  

o Above € 4.000  (5)  
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Q3.4 Does your household receive housing subsidies / financial aid for housing costs? 

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  
 
 

Page Break  

 

End of Block: Household 
 

Start of Block: Household - House - Neighbourhood 

 
Q4.1 In what housing type do you currently live? 
Please click on the appropriate square. 
 Off (1) On (2) 

ground floor apartment (4)    

upstairs apartment (5)    

terraced house end (6)    

terraced house between (7)    

flat (8)    

gallery flat (9)    

semi-detached house (10)    

detached house (11)    

non-independent living (12)    

portico flat (13)    

House boat (14)    
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Q4.4 Are you a returning resident? 
(This means that during the renovation you live in another house and after the renovation you will 
return, or have returned, to your renovated house.) 

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  
 
 

 
 
Q4.2 How many years have you been living in your (soon-to-be) renovated home? 
If you are a returning resident, please include the years before renovation.   
 
(drag the bar to the appropriate number or enter the number on the right side of the graph.) 
 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
 
Number of years: (1) 

 
 
 
 

  
 
Q4.3 For the analysis of the data it is important for us to know in which neighbourhood you live. Your 
answer will be treated confidentially.  

o Wegener Sleeswijk, Amsterdam  (1)  

o Borstblok, Amsterdam  (2)  

o Airey, Amsterdam  (4)  

o Other, enter postal code (1234 AB):  (6) 
________________________________________________ 
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Q4.6 How satisfied are you with the following aspects of your current home? 

 
Very 
Dissatisfied 
(1) 

Dissatisfied 
(2) Neutral (3) Satisfied (4) Very Satisfied 

(5) 

Floor plan 
(Q4.6_1floorplan)  o  o  o  o  o  

Size (Q4.6_2size)  o  o  o  o  o  

Location 
(Q4.6_3location)  o  o  o  o  o  

The view from 
the home 
through my 
windows 
(Q4.6_4view)  

o  o  o  o  o  

Rent / Living 
costs 
(Q4.6_5costs)  o  o  o  o  o  

Total energy 
costs 
(Q4.6_6energy)  o  o  o  o  o  

Indoor climate 
(temperature, 
draught, etc.) 
(Q4.6_7comfort)  

o  o  o  o  o  

Safety of the 
neighbourhood 
(Q4.6_10safety)  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 
 

 
 
Q4.7 Are you the owner of this house? 

o Yes  (1)  

o No, I am renting (free market)  (2)  

o No, I am renting (social housing)  (3)  

o Other  (9) ________________________________________________ 
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End of Block: Household - House - Neighbourhood 
 

Start of Block: Person 

 
Q5.1  
Part II 
     
You as a person and your opinions   
    
This part of the questionnaire is about you and what you think of sustainability. 
 
 

  
 
Q5.4 Are you male or female?   

o Male  (1)  

o Female  (2)  
 
 

   
 
Q5.7 Which country best describes your nationality? 

▼ Please select below... (1) ... Other (195) 

 
 

   
 
Q5.2 Please indicate your year of birth   

▼ 1920 (1) ... 2000 (81) 
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Q5.8 What is your highest level of completed education? 

o Elementary education preparatory education  (1)  

o Vocational secondary education  (2)  

o Senior secondary education  (3)  

o Pre-university education Vocational  (4)  

o Higher education, university  (5)  

o Other  (9)  
 
 

   
 
Q5.6 Which category best describes your occupation?  

▼ Agriculture, forestry and fishery (22) ... None (44) 

 
 

Page Break  
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Q5.3 The next 9 statements concern how you feel (with)in your neighbourhood.  
Please indicate to what extent you agree with each of them: 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 
(1) 

Disagree 
(2) 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 
(3) 

Agree (4) Strongly 
Agree (5) 

I identify strongly with my 
neighbourhood. 
(Q5.identity_1identification)  o  o  o  o  o  

I am very attached to my 
neighbourhood. 
(Q5.identity_2attachment)  o  o  o  o  o  

My neighbourhood means a 
lot to me. 
(Q5.identity_3meaning)  o  o  o  o  o  

I have little respect for my 
neighbourhood. 
(Q5.identity_8respect)  o  o  o  o  o  

I would rather not tell that I 
belong to this neighbourhood. 
(Q5.identity_9notbelong)  o  o  o  o  o  

I am like other members of my 
neighbourhood. 
(Q5.identity_11similar)  o  o  o  o  o  

I participate in neighbourhood 
activities. 
(Q5.identity_12participate)  o  o  o  o  o  

I dislike being part of my 
neighbourhood. 
(Q5.identity_14dislikemember)  o  o  o  o  o  

I would rather belong to 
another neighbourhood. 
(Q5.identity_15belonging)  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 
 

Page Break  
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Q5.5 Listed below are 5 statements. Please indicate how much you agree with them: 

 Strongly 
Disagree (1) Disagree (2) 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree (3) 

Agree (4) Strongly 
agree (5) 

I think I have sufficient 
qualities. 
(Q6.identity_4qualities)  o  o  o  o  o  

I generally feel like a 
failure. 
(Q6.identity_5failure)  o  o  o  o  o  

I feel good about 
myself. 
(Q6.identity_6good)  o  o  o  o  o  

I am different from 
other people. 
(Q6.identity_7different)  o  o  o  o  o  

I feel like a unique 
person. 
(Q6.identity_8unique)  o  o  o  o  o  
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Q5.9 Listed below are 10 values. Could you indicate how important each one is as a guiding principle 
in your life? 
 Please do not stay too long with each item and try to use the entire range of scores (from -1 to 7). 
  

Self-Direction: Independent thought and action - 
choosing, creating, exploring. (Q6.values_1self-
direction)  

▼ Opposed to my values (-1) (-1) ... Of supreme 
importance (7) (7) 

Stimulation:  Excitement, novelty, and challenge 
in life. (Q6.values_2stimulation)  

▼ Opposed to my values (-1) (-1) ... Of supreme 
importance (7) (7) 

Hedonism: Pleasure or sensuous gratification for 
oneself. (Q6.values_3hedonism)  

▼ Opposed to my values (-1) (-1) ... Of supreme 
importance (7) (7) 

Achievement: Personal success through 
demonstrating competence according to social 
standards. (Q6.values_4achievement)  

▼ Opposed to my values (-1) (-1) ... Of supreme 
importance (7) (7) 

Power: Social status and prestige, control, or 
dominance over people and resources. 
(Q6.values_5power)  

▼ Opposed to my values (-1) (-1) ... Of supreme 
importance (7) (7) 

Security: Safety, harmony, and stability of 
society, our relationships, and ourselves. 
(Q6.values_6security)  

▼ Opposed to my values (-1) (-1) ... Of supreme 
importance (7) (7) 

Conformity: Restraint of actions, inclinations, and 
impulses likely to upset or harm others and 
violate social expectations or norms. 
(Q6.values_7conformity)  

▼ Opposed to my values (-1) (-1) ... Of supreme 
importance (7) (7) 

Tradition: Respect, commitment, and acceptance 
of the customs and ideas that one's culture or 
religion provides. (Q6.values_8tradition)  

▼ Opposed to my values (-1) (-1) ... Of supreme 
importance (7) (7) 

Benevolence: Preserving and enhancing the 
welfare of those with whom one is in frequent 
personal contact. (Q6.values_9benevolence)  

▼ Opposed to my values (-1) (-1) ... Of supreme 
importance (7) (7) 

Universalism:  Understanding, appreciation, 
tolerance, and protection for the welfare of all 
people and for nature. 
(Q6.values_10universalism)  

▼ Opposed to my values (-1) (-1) ... Of supreme 
importance (7) (7) 
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End of Block: Person 
 

Start of Block: Sustainable behaviour 

 
Q6.1  
Part III 
     
Your views on sustainability   
    
    
This part of the questionnaire is about your views on and experience with sustainability concerning 
the house you live in and your neighbourhood.  
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Q6.2 Listed below are 15 statements about the relationship between people and the environment. 
Please indicate how much you agree with each of them: 

 Strongly 
Disagree (1) Disagree (2) 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree (3) 

Agree (4) Strongly 
Agree (5) 

We are approaching the 
limit of the number of 
people the earth can 
support. (Q6.beliefs_1limit)  

o  o  o  o  o  

Humans have the right to 
modify the natural 
environment to suit their 
needs. 
(Q6.beliefs_2modify)  

o  o  o  o  o  

When humans interfere 
with nature it often 
produces disastrous 
consequence. 
(Q6.beliefs_3interfere)  

o  o  o  o  o  

Human ingenuity will 
ensure that we do NOT 
make the earth unliveable. 
(Q6.beliefs_4ingenuity)  

o  o  o  o  o  

Humans are severely 
abusing the environment. 
(Q6.beliefs_5abuse)  o  o  o  o  o  

The earth has plenty of 
natural resources if we just 
learn how to develop 
them. (Q6.beliefs_6learn)  

o  o  o  o  o  

Plants and animals have as 
much right as humans to 
exist. (Q6.beliefs_7rights)  o  o  o  o  o  

The balance of nature is 
strong enough to cope with 
the impacts of modern 
industrial nations. 
(Q6.beliefs_8impact)  

o  o  o  o  o  

Despite our special abilities 
humans are still subject to 
the laws of nature. 
(Q6.beliefs_9subjectlaws)  

o  o  o  o  o  
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The so-called "ecological 
crisis" facing humankind 
has been greatly 
exaggerated. 
(Q6.beliefs_10exaggerated)  

o  o  o  o  o  

The earth is like a 
spaceship with very limited 
room and resources. 
(Q6.beliefs_11spaceship)  

o  o  o  o  o  

Humans were meant to 
rule over the rest of 
nature. (Q6.beliefs_12rule)  o  o  o  o  o  

The balance of nature is 
very delicate and easily 
upset. 
(Q6.beliefs_13balance)  

o  o  o  o  o  

Humans will eventually 
learn enough about how 
nature works to be able to 
control it. 
(Q6.beliefs_14learn)  

o  o  o  o  o  

If things continue on their 
present course, we will 
soon experience a major 
ecological catastrophe. 
(Q6.beliefs_15catastrophe)  

o  o  o  o  o  
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Q6.3  
The next three sets of questions are about your consumption (5), electricity and water use (5), and 
transport choices (3).   
  Consumption 

 This is ... to do. I do 
this ... 

... and this is ... most people in my 
neighbourhood. 

 hard 
(1) 

OK 
(2) 

easy 
(3)  

less 
often 
than 
(1) 

similar 
to (2) 

more 
often 
than 
(3) 

I don't 
know 
(4) 

Bring my own shopping 
bag (Q6.3_1shoppingbag)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

Separate waste 
(Q6.3_2separatewaste)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

Buy vegetarian, local, or 
organic/fair trade food 
(Q6.3_3vegfood)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

Look for ways to reuse 
things 
(Q6.3_4reusethings)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

Encourage friends or 
family to recycle 
(Q6.3_6encouragefriends)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

 
 
 

  
 
Q6.4 Electricity & Water 

 This is ... to do. I do 
this ... 

... and this is ... most people in my 
neighbourhood. 

 hard 
(1) 

OK 
(2) 

easy 
(3)  

less 
often 
than 
(1) 

similar 
to (2) 

more 
often 
than 
(3) 

I don't 
know 
(4) 
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Not leave appliances on 
standby (Q6.4_2appliances)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

Use energy saving light 
bulbs (Q6.4_3lightbulbs)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

Turn down the heating 
when nobody is in the room 
(Q6.4_1heatingdown)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

Use only a full washing 
machine 
(Q6.4_4fullwashingmachine)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

Take showers of less than 5 
minutes (Q6.4_5tapwater)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

 
 
 

  
 
Q6.5 Transport 

 This is ... to do. I do 
this ... 

... and this is ... most people in my 
neighbourhood. 

 hard 
(1) 

OK 
(2) 

easy 
(3)  

less 
often 
than 
(1) 

similar 
to (2) 

more 
often 
than 
(3) 

I don't 
know 
(4) 
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Use an electric (or 
hybrid) car 
(Q6.5_1electriccar)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

Use public transport 
instead of a regular car 
(Q6.5_2publictransport)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  

Travel (short distances) 
by bike or foot 
(Q6.5_3bikefoot)  o  o  o  

▼ never 
(1) ... 
always 
(5) 

o  o  o  o  
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End of Block: Sustainable behaviour 
 

Start of Block: Energy use household 

  
 
Q7.1 Do you have solar panels (sunlight to electricity) installed?  

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  
 
 

  
 
Q7.2 Do you have heat collectors (sunlight to heat) installed?  

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  
 
 

  
 
Q7.3 I cook using: 

o Gas  (1)  

o Electricity  (2)  
 
 

 
 
Q7.4 What type of heating system do you have for your house? You can select multiple options. 

▢  Gas heating (standard)  (1)  

▢  Electrical heating  (2)  

▢  District heating  (3)  

▢  Other  (9) ________________________________________________ 

▢  I do not know  (8)  
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Q7.5 Does your energy supplier provide 'green' energy for your house (for example power from 
wind, sun, or water)? 

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  

o I do not know  (8)  
 

End of Block: Energy use household 
 

Start of Block: Energy use household cont. 

 
Q8.1 The solar panels... 

o ...have a capacity of... kWp:  (1) 
________________________________________________ 

o ...were installed on (date):  (2) 
________________________________________________ 

 
 

 
Q8.2 The heat-collectors ... 

o ...have a size in m2 of:  (1) ________________________________________________ 

o ...were installed on (date):  (2) 
________________________________________________ 

 
 

 
 
Q8.3 Could you please make an estimate of your electricity use? 

o Below average  (1)  

o Average  (2)  

o Above average  (3)  
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Q8.4 Could you please make an estimate of your gas use? 

o Below average  (1)  

o Average  (2)  

o Above average  (3)  

o I do not use gas  (7)  
 

End of Block: Energy use household cont. 
 

Start of Block: Renovation 

  
 
Q9.1 What is the status of the renovation for your home?   

o There is no renovation planned (yet).  (1)  

o The renovation is planned.  (2)  

o The renovation is currently taking place.  (3)  

o The renovation has finished.  (4)  
 
 

  
 
Q9.2 Would you like to participate in the energy-talks?  
These are optional conversations with a number of people from the neighbourhood about your 
experiences with and suggestions for energy (saving). 
 In case of ticking yes, we will contact you (via the email provided below) in the future with some 
more information about the energy talks. 

o Yes  (1) ________________________________________________ 

o No  (2)  
 
 

Page Break  
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Q9.3  
Part IV 
     
The sustainable renovations in your home 
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Q9.4 Which of the following technical measures is/are present in your home with the (City-zen) 
renovation?   
Please tick the appropriate boxes.  

▢  insulation (wall, roof, or floor)  (1)  

▢  HR++(+) Glazing  (2)  

▢  demand controlled ventilation  (3)  

▢  solar panels  (4)  

▢  high efficiency gas boiler  (5)  

▢  heat collectors  (6)  

▢  connection to district heating  (7)  

▢  smartification of grid  (8)  

▢  electricity storage  (9)  

▢  water reuse  (10)  

▢  Other #1  (11) ________________________________________________ 

▢  Other #2  (12) ________________________________________________ 

▢  Other #3  (13) ________________________________________________ 

▢  Other #4  (14) ________________________________________________ 

▢  Other #5  (15) ________________________________________________ 

▢  Other #6  (16) ________________________________________________ 

▢  ⊗None  (18)  
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Q9.5 Have you been involved in the decision to refurbish your house and to take specific measures? 

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  
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End of Block: Renovation 
 

Start of Block: Rebound effect 

  
 
Q8.5 Renovating your home will lead to energy saving and therefore to a lower energy bill.   
Do you know how you will spend the money you will save? 
 1 (0) 2 (1) 3 (2) 4 (3) 5 (4) 6 (5)   

I have no 
idea 
what I 
will do 
with the 
saved 
money. 
(1) 

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I know 
exactly 
how I 
will 
spend 
this 
saved 
money. 

 
 
 

  
 
Q8.6 Imagine you would save 100 euros because of the renovation: How would you spend this on the 
options below? You can divide the amount among the various options (14 choices), or spend it all on 
one option. 
Pay back for the renovation investment. : _______  (1) 
Put in household savings account. : _______  (2) 
To create more space on the current/checking account. : _______  (3) 
Put in savings account for someone else (e.g. (grand)children). : _______  (4) 
Pay off debts (e.g. study or credit card loans, mortgage). : _______  (5) 
Spend on daily household expenses (groceries). : _______  (6) 
Spend on eating out with others. : _______  (7) 
Buy something nice for myself. : _______  (8) 
Buy something nice for someone else. : _______  (9) 
Invest in more energy-saving measures. : _______  (10) 
Spend on holidays. : _______  (11) 
Buy a new electrical or electronical device. : _______  (12) 
Spend on activity with family or friends (movies, day out, etc.). : _______  (13) 
Something else, namely... : _______  (17) 
Total : ________  
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Q8.7 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

 Strongly 
Disagree (1) Disagree (2) 

Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 
(3) 

Agree (4) Strongly Agree 
(5) 

If I do 
something 
that saves 
energy and 
therefore I use 
less fossil fuel, 
then I am 
allowed not to 
think about 
my energy use 
for a while..  ..I 
did my part. 
(2)  

o  o  o  o  o  

If I do 
something 
that saves 
energy and 
therefore I use 
less fossil fuel, 
then I am 
allowed not to 
think about 
my energy use 
for a while.. 
..Now others 
can do their 
part. (3)  

o  o  o  o  o  

If I save 
energy one 
way, then it 
would be 
strange to 
waste energy 
elsewhere. (4)  

o  o  o  o  o  

If I do 
something 
that costs a lot 
of energy, 
then I 
compensate 
by saving 
energy on 

o  o  o  o  o  
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other things. 
(5)  

If I save energy 
and this also 
saves me 
money.. ..then 
it’s okay to 
spend that 
money on 
something 
that uses a lot 
of energy. (6)  

o  o  o  o  o  

If you save 
energy and 
this also saves 
money.. ..then 
most people 
think it’s okay 
to spend that 
money on 
something 
that uses a lot 
of energy. (8)  

o  o  o  o  o  

If I save energy 
and this also 
saves me 
money.. ..then 
I have to make 
sure I spend it 
on something 
that does not 
use a lot of 
energy. (7)  

o  o  o  o  o  

If you save 
energy and 
this also saves 
money.. ..then 
most people 
would make 
sure to spend 
it on 
something 
that does not 
use a lot of 
energy. (9)  

o  o  o  o  o  
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End of Block: Rebound effect 
 

Start of Block: Sustainability knowledge 

  
 
Q9.6 How often do you check your energy use (using the smart meter)? 

o Never  (1)  

o Barely  (2)  

o Sometimes  (3)  

o Often  (4)  

o Very often  (5)  

o I do not own a smart meter  (6)  
 
 

 
 
Q9.7 What percentage on your energy bill do you think you will approximately save by these 
sustainable renovations? 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q9.9  
The next 4 statements concern your effort to save energy in your household.  
Please indicate to what extent you agree with each of them: 
 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree (1) Disagree (2) 

Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 
(3) 

Agree (4) Strongly 
Agree (5) 

I already do 
enough to save 
energy in my 
household. 
(Q9.9_1)  

o  o  o  o  o  

I know how I 
can save 
energy. 
(Q9.9_2)  

o  o  o  o  o  

I can reduce my 
energy use 
quite easily. 
(Q9.9_3)  

o  o  o  o  o  

Compared to 
most people in 
my 
neighbourhood, 
I do more to 
save energy in 
my household. 
(Q9.9_4)  

o  o  o  o  o  

 
 

End of Block: Sustainability knowledge 
 

Start of Block: Motivation 
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Q9.6.1 What motivated you to renovate your home? 

▢  Improving the comfort of the home  (1)  

▢  Improving the look of the home  (2)  

▢  Increasing the value of the home  (3)  

▢  Saving money  (4)  

▢  Being less polluting (CO2 reduction)  (5)  

▢  Lowering the energy bill  (6)  

▢  Being green / eco-friendly  (7)  

▢  Financial aids  (8)  

▢  Family / Friends  (9)  

▢  Neighbours  (10)  

▢  Other(s) (please specify):  (11) 
________________________________________________ 
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Q9.6.2 After the renovation, what benefits do you see regarding your home? 

▢  Improved comfort of the home  (1)  

▢  Improved look of the home  (2)  

▢  Increased value of the home  (3)  

▢  Saves money  (4)  

▢  Is less polluting (CO2 reduction)  (5)  

▢  Lowered the energy bill  (6)  

▢  Is more green / eco-friendly  (7)  

▢  Other(s) (please specify):  (11) 
________________________________________________ 

▢  Don't know  (13)  
 

End of Block: Motivation 
 

Start of Block: Technical measures 
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Q10.1 This question is about the ${lm://Field/1} you currently have in your home. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 
(1) 

Disagree 
(2) 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 
(3) 

Agree (4) Strongly 
Agree (5) 

The ${lm://Field/1} is/are worth 
the costs. 
(Q12.satisfaction_1costs)  o  o  o  o  o  

The ${lm://Field/1} is/are worth 
the effort of installation. 
(Q12.satisfaction_2installation)  o  o  o  o  o  

I was properly informed on how 
to use the ${lm://Field/1}. 
(Q12.satisfaction_3information)  o  o  o  o  o  

The ${lm://Field/1} is/are easy 
to use. (Q12.satisfaction_4use)  o  o  o  o  o  

I like the looks of the 
${lm://Field/1}. 
(Q12.satisfaction_5looks)  o  o  o  o  o  

I would recommend the 
${lm://Field/1} to friends. 
(Q12.satisfaction_6recommend)  o  o  o  o  o  

I look forward to using the 
${lm://Field/1} (in the future). 
(Q12.satisfaction_7future)  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 
 

  
 
Q10.2 Have you experienced a change in comfort in your home due to the ${lm://Field/1}?     

o Negative: Decrease in living comfort.  (1)  

o Neutral: No change in living comfort.  (2)  

o Positive: Increase in living comfort.  (3)  
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Q10.3 Please indicate how important each of the items connected to the ${lm://Field/1} is for you: 

 Not 
important (1) - (2) Neutral (3) - (4) Very 

important (5) 

Reduction of CO2-
emissions 
(Q12.3_1co2emissions)  o  o  o  o  o  

Improvement in 
comfort 
(Q12.3_2comfort)  o  o  o  o  o  

Energy savings (in kWh) 
(Q12.3_3savingsenergy)  o  o  o  o  o  

Lowering the energy bill 
(Q12.3_4savingsmoney)  o  o  o  o  o  

Increasing the market 
value of the building 
(Q12.3_5marketvalue)  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 
 

  
 
Q10.4 How satisfied are you overall with the ${lm://Field/1}? 

o Very Dissatisfied  (1)  

o Dissatisfied  (2)  

o Neutral  (3)  

o Satisfied  (4)  

o Very Satisfied  (5)  
 
 

Page Break  
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End of Block: Technical measures 
 

Start of Block: Renovation planning 

 
Q12.1 The following questions are about the planning of the renovation in hindsight.  
 
 

 
 
Q12.2 Who influenced your decision to (agree to) renovate the most? 

o Household members  (1)  

o Friends  (2)  

o Family  (3)  

o Neighbours  (4)  

o Professionals  (5)  

o Media (magazines, blogs, advertisements, etc.)  (6)  

o Association of owners  (7)  

o Others  (9) ________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
 
Q12.3 How did you finance the renovation? 
Please drag the bars to approximate the percentage. 
 _______ Savings (1) 
 _______ Loan (2) 
 _______ Subsidies (3) 
 _______ Mortgage (4) 
 _______ Other (please specify): (5) 
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Q12.12 Did you have any problems with funding your renovation? 
If yes, how did you solve these problems? 

o Yes, and I solved the funding problems by...  (1) 
________________________________________________ 

o No  (2)  
 
 

 
Q12.13 Do you have recommendations for others on how to finance their project? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
Q12.4 What would you have liked to renovate but didn't? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q12.5 Why not? 
There was trouble with: 

▢  Money  (1)  

▢  Knowledge  (2)  

▢  Collaboration  (3)  

▢  Permit/License  (4)  

▢  Time  (5)  

▢  Other  (9) ________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
Q12.6 What would be the next step to make this house more sustainable? 
(e.g. what technology measure would be most beneficial) 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Page Break  
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Q12.7 What do you need to make this step (${Q12.6/ChoiceTextEntryValue})? 

▢  Money  (1)  

▢  Knowledge  (2)  

▢  Collaboration  (3)  

▢  Permit / license  (4)  

▢  Time  (5)  

▢  Other  (9) ________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
Q12.8 How did you find the necessary information? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
Q12.9 Do you have any tips for others planning to do a renovation (for example a book, website, 
contact, etc.)? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q12.10 How much would you be willing to pay extra per month for more comfort? 
 Euro's per month extra 
 
 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
 
€ (1) 

 
 
 
 

Page Break  

 
 
Q12.11 Did professionals help you with the renovations? 

▢  ⊗None  (1)  

▢  Architect  (2)  

▢  Planner  (3)  

▢  Energy adviser  (4)  

▢  Other  (9) ________________________________________________ 
 

End of Block: Renovation planning 
 

Start of Block: Professional help 

  
 
Q13.1 How satisfied are you with the ${lm://Field/1}? 

  

1 (1) 
2 (2) 
3 (3) 
4 (4) 
5 (5) 
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Q13.2 Could you explain why? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

End of Block: Professional help 
 

Start of Block: Warning end of survey option 1 

  
 
Q14.0  
We are very interested in your thoughts and opinions when you have been living in your renovated 
home for a longer time. 
Can we contact you in about 3 to 4 months with a short questionnaire (around 15 minutes)? 
If yes, please fill out your email address. 

o Yes  (1) ________________________________________________ 

o No  (2)  
 
 

 
 
Q14.1  
Thank you for filling out the questionnaire! 
 
 
Would you like to receive a message when the final report is available (approximately 2019)? If you 
selected yes, we will contact you on the email address you have provided. You also have to possibility 
to enter another email address. 

o Yes please  (1) ________________________________________________ 

o No thank you  (2)  
 
 

 
Q14.2  
 
Now follow the intake forms for the technical monitoring of the City-zen project. 
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After that, you are not able to go back any more and your answers will be submitted. 
 

End of Block: Warning end of survey option 1 
 

Start of Block: Warning end of survey option 2 

  
 
Q14.0.2  
We are very interested in your thoughts and opinions when you have been living in your renovated 
home for a longer time. 
Can we contact you in about 3 to 4 months with a short questionnaire (around 15 minutes)? 
If yes, please fill out your email address. 

o Yes  (1) ________________________________________________ 

o No  (2)  
 
 

 
 
Q14.1.2  
Thank you for filling out the questionnaire! 
 
 
Would you like to receive a message when the final report is available (approximately 2019)? If you 
selected yes, we will contact you on the email address you have provided. You also have to possibility 
to enter another email address. 

o Yes please  (1) ________________________________________________ 

o No thank you  (2)  
 
 

 
Q14.3 How many times have you filled out this questionnaire?  
(Following the first questionnaire, you'll receive a shorter version of this questionnaire in a couple of 
months.) 

o This is the 1st time.  (1)  

o This is the 2nd time.  (2)  

o This is the 3th time.  (3)  
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